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About WUWO

Hi! We are Pat and Taz Barber

We want your members to be enjoying their kids in their 40s, run around with their grandkids in their 60s,
and cartwheel into their 70s, having an active life right up until the very end.

We want to support you in creating a culture in your gym that fosters relationships, community and
healthy lifestyles outside the gym. Saving you time, so that YOU can do the same.

Our goal with this 2-week sample is to show you how we do things so you can figure out whether or not
we're a good fit for your coaches and members.

Cheers,
Pat and Taz

BEFORE YOU SKIP AHEAD!

This is the 14 day gym program sample (see other pdfs for kids, teens, oly and competitor
samples all of which are included in the $199 per month).

Here are a few things to know before you take a look at the plans:

● Monthly projects: Changing every quarter, we work into our warmups/skill portion an additional
add on we want your athletes to spend some time on. These can include things that need work by
the majority, like for example: pulling strength, upper body accessory movements, or or 1-2 times
per year, our in house fitness testing that includes level tracking for your members to have
something to gauge their fitness markers on.

● Each plan consists of a written brief, two video briefs (one for your coaches, the coaching notes,
and one for your members, the daily brief), 4 built in level (scaling) options, warmup, workout
goal, workout prep and recovery where applicable.

● A for further study section: Every day we include an article or video resource that helps your
coaches plan for the day, or to ingest new information related to coaching, movements or
communication skills.
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FAKETOBER 2022

This month we are including some WUWO Affiliate benchmark testing. It will involve one workout
representing each of our testing categories (power, oly, speed, endurance, bodyweight, light, heavy,
Long) across the month. We are kicking it off with an Oly lift and rowing speed test.

Monday

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Olympic lift

1 rep clean and jerk

Speed

Row 500m TT

Olympic lift

1 rep clean and jerk

Speed

Row 500m TT

Olympic lift

1 rep clean and jerk

Speed

Row 500m TT

Olympic lift

3 rep clean and jerk

Speed

Row 500m TT

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* For our third testing day, we are testing two fitness components. First, we are testing an olympic
weightlifting component (clean and jerk). Then, once they have recovered, we are testing a speed
component (500m row).
* We will test the strength component first while they are fresh, since max-effort weightlifting can be
affected greatly by fatigue.
* The clean and jerk test isn’t specified as a squat clean, but we strongly encourage athletes to go
through a full squat, as the potential to lift more weight is there if they do.
* The 500m row time trial is a classic distance for the rowing erg speed test. It’s an aggressive sprint that
requires a little more pacing strategy than a 100m running sprint, making it a borderline true sprint, but still
a great test nonetheless.

Scoring

Heaviest weight lifted for the clean and jerk
* Post 500m row time to comments

Daily Training Goal

* The goal is to lift as heavy as possible for the clean and jerk (remember, power or squat).
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* Remember, it’s just another workout day, so if people don’t PR, make sure they don’t read too much into
it. It isn’t necessarily because they aren’t stronger.
* For the row, the first 250m should be done really aggressively, but not at a 100 percent max sprint,
unless your athlete knows that they can hang on for the second half of the 500m.
* The second half is where they should turn on whatever they have left in the tank and finish strong. The
end result should be them falling off the rower. :-)
* For newer athletes who are still getting the hang of the clean and jerk, you can have them find a 3RM
instead of a 1RM. A 3RM will probably be a better indicator of where they are in their fitness journey
versus a 1RM, which they might not be able to achieve due to a lack of technique/skill ability rather than a
lack of strength.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: CrossFit - Oly Analysis: Chad Vaughn Clean and Jerk

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Rowing warm-up

Row 200m, arms only
Row 200m, arms and hips only
Row 200m, regular (include knee flexion)
Spend 1 min in wall-facing stretch
Row 200m, arms only (supinated)
Row 200m, arms and hips only (supinated)
Row 200m, regular (supinated)
Spend 1 min performing down dog + cobra
Row 100m with perfect technique, talk about stroke rate
-Rest-
Row 200m with fast stroke rate, but same perfect technique
-Rest-
Row 200m with slower stroke rate, same time as above

Workout Prep

(15-25 min) Review the clean and jerk thoroughly with a barbell as a group.

Use the complex: Dip shrug—hang power clean—press—front squat—push press—hang squat
clean—push Jerk—full clean and jerk
*Go over all the various clean and jerk options.
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(25-35 min) Prep for clean and jerk

1×5 reps
3×3 reps
3×1 rep
* Add load each round.
* Focus on consistency through the mechanics of the movements.
* Rest as needed or time allowed between each set.
* Make the last set of 1 rep pretty close to where they want to start their attempts.

Workout

(35-45 min) Perform clean and jerks

* Take 4-5 attempts at 1RM or 3RM.
* Make sure they are fully recovering between attempts.

(45-50 min) Prep for 500m TT

Row 250m at 70-80 percent effort. Rest 1-2 min.
* Prep as needed.
* You will need to do this in heats if you are short on rowers.

(50 min - 1hr) Perform 500m TT

Recovery
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Tues

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

60 toes-to-bar
Every minute you
perform
5 box jumps (24/20in)

Then, perform:

20 ring muscle-ups
Every minute you
perform
5 wall balls (20/14lb)

50 toes-to-bar
Every minute you
perform
5 box jumps (24/20in)

Then, perform:

15 ring muscle-ups
Every minute you
perform
5 wall balls (20/14lb)

50 wall-lying
hands-to-feet
Every minute you
perform
5 plate jumps/box
step-ups

Then, perform:

15 muscle-up
transitions
Every minute you
perform
5 wall balls (16/12lb)

50 bent knee ankle taps
Every minute you
perform
5 plate jumps/box
step-ups

Then, perform:

20 ring rows
Every minute you
perform
5 wall balls (14/10lb)

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* After a heavy oly stimulus yesterday, today’s workout is a gymnastics-centric, task-oriented effort.
* The workout is essentially a chipper with an aggressive EMOM element.
* The task is to complete 60 toes-to-bars. At the start, and at the top of each minute, athletes need to
perform 5 box jumps.
* Once they complete 60 toes-to-bars, they rest for the remainder of that minute, take 1 minute off, and
then embark on the same adventure with muscle-ups and wall-balls.
* If boxes are an equipment constraint, pair people up and/or stack plates to accommodate. Everyone will
be jumping at the same time in the workout so you don’t want them to interfere.
* Athletes are in charge of timing their own minute break between workouts, as they will all be finishing
their toes-to-bars at different times.

Scoring

Time to complete workout

Daily Training Goal
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* The box jumps are intended to be fast at the top of each minute, as they give the upper body a chance
to relax while utilizing the lower body.
* For both movements (box jumps and wall balls), aim for the reps to take 10-15 seconds, with everyone
back on the toes-to-bars or muscle-ups by 20 seconds into the minute.
* Top athletes will likely be able to complete 15-18 toes-to-bar per minute after their box jumps. They
should aim to finish their first part in around 4-5 minutes. For the muscle-ups, these will be in sets of 3-5
at a time, finishing the entire workout in around 12-15 minutes.
* For a majority of athletes they will likely be completing 9-12 toes-to-bar per minute after the box jumps.
Aim to finish the first portion in 6-7 minutes. For the muscle-ups, ability and capacity levels will differ
greatly. Aim to complete 2-4 at a time each minute after the wall balls. Times may range from 15-17
minutes for those with more muscle-up capacity, but upward of 20 for others.
* For the newer athletes, aim for the wall-lying hands-to-feet to take no more than 6-7 minutes with the
step-ups, meaning they are doing sets of 8-10. For the rings, they are performing false-grip ring rows,
which allow them to practice the false-grip pulling motion of the movement and get in some strict strength
work. Times for the newer athletes will likely be in the 15 minute range.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: The Power of the Hip in the Kipping Muscle-up

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Get warm in a group

Down the length of the gym:
Long lunge steps + groiner
Fast walking lunges
Air squat to up and over the fence
Bird peckers
Leap Frogs (without the partner, just leap across the gym like a frog!)
Glute-med activation drill there and back
Stiff-legged bear crawls
1 jumping squat on the spot + 1 broad jump forward
Half handstands

(15-25 min) Shoulder/Hip Prep (use a 15 or 10lb plate)

10 shoulder shrugs (with a plate, not in handstand)
10 halos (with plate)
10 plate squats
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10 plate ground-to-overhead + burpee between each rep
10 OH plate squats
1-2 rounds (time dependant)

Workout Prep

(25-35 min) toes-to-bar and muscle-up prep

Toes-to-bar complex (perform unbroken if possible)
5 kipping swings
4 toes-to-bar (kip)
3 strict toes-to-bar
Rest
2 rounds
*Scale to hanging leg raises or supine leg raises on the ground.

Muscle-up complex on low rings (Everyone perform this complex.)
5 false-grip ring rows
4 MU transitions
3 strict ring dips
Rest
2 rounds

Muscle-up complex (high rings)
4 kipping swings
3 chest-to-rings pull-ups
2 kipping muscle-ups
1 strict muscle-up
1 round (unbroken if possible)
* For people who aren’t able to perform this complex, have them do what they can, then use this time to
figure out scaling and practice multiple reps of their scale.

(35-40 min) Prep for workout

6-5-4-3
Wall balls (use workout weight/modification)
Box jumps (use workout height/modification)

Workout

(40 min - 1hr) Perform the workout

Recovery
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Wed

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

400m run
20 front squats
(95/65lb)
3 Rounds

400m run
20 front squats
(75/55lb)
3 Rounds

400m run
20 front squats
(65/45lb)
3 Rounds

400m run
15 front squats
(45/35lb)
3 Rounds

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Today’s heavy leg stimulus is in regards to relative intensity and squatting with lower weights, but higher
volume.
* The workout is a 3 round couplet of running and front squats that will be not only a metabolic burner, but
a quad burner. It’s a simple combination, but very potent.
* Front squats are taken from the ground and a squat clean is permissible as the first rep.
* Earlier in the session, we will be working up to a heavy 5 rep front squat off of the racks. This will not
only help overload their legs, but make their workout weight feel like nothing in that first round before
fatigue sets in.

Scoring

Total time

Daily Training Goal

* The goal in this workout is to find the right balance of going hard on the barbell so that athletes can
perform the front squats in as few sets as possible, and using the run as an opportunity to let the legs
recover from the squats.
* The pace should not be too relaxed, however, because the run should still be at a challenging enough
metabolic pace that athletes are not feeling too rested by the time it’s time to squat again.
* This weight and rep range is really intended for athletes to try to fight to go unbroken on their front
squats, although one short break in the middle of the 20 is likely a reality in the 2nd and 3rd round.
* Aim for everyone to finish in 7-10 minutes.

Scaling
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* See levels for scaling.

For further study: Why You Should Walk More

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-10 min) Get warm (use a light set of dumbbells)

300m jog
5 man-makers
200m run
10 front squats
100m run (faster)

(10-20 min) Prep lower body (in partners)

P1) 1 min hip distraction (each side)
P2) 1 min groiners (each side)
-Switch-
P1) 1 min ankle distraction (each side)
P2) Hip flow #1
-Switch-

Workout Prep

(20-25 min) Front squat review

30 sec front rack stretch with PVC (each side)
10 slow controlled front squats as a group with PVC
30 sec flag pole stretch (each side)
10 slow controlled front squats as a group with empty barbell

(20-35 min) Work up to a heavy 5 rep front squat

Use 5 x 5 reps to find a heavy set of 5. Rest as needed.

(35-40 min) Prep for workout

Bring the load down to working weight and perform:
100m run + 10 front squats

Workout
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(40-50 min) Perform the workout

Recovery

(50 min-1hr ) Cool down

Spend 2 min in the frog pose
Spend 1 min in supine pigeon pose (each side)
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Thurs

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

For time:
20-30-40
KB swings (70/53lb)
10-20-30
Chest-to-bar pull-ups
20 burpees

For time:
20-30-40
KB swings (53/44lb)
10-20-30
Pull-ups
20 burpees

For time:
20-30-40
KB swings (44/26lb)
10-20-30
Banded pull-ups
15 burpees

For time:
15-25-35
KB swings (35/18b)
10-20-30
Jumping pull-ups
10 burpees

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Today’s KB swings, chest-to-bar pull-ups, and burpees will all test the upper body.
* The format is an ascending ladder for the swings, descending ladder for the pull-ups and a consistent 20
burpees each round.
* The design of this workout makes it pretty high on shoulder demand, so the pace won’t be blazing fast
even though athletes will be breathing pretty hard, as the KB swings and burpees will keep the heart rate
high.

Scoring

Time

Daily Training Goal

* Ideally, KB swings with the heavier weight should be performed in sets of 10-15. If an athlete can
perform more than 20 reps in a row throughout the workout, the weight is too light!
* For the pull-ups, aim to perform smaller sets with more frequent breaks, such as sets of 5-7 at a time.
Aim for consistency on the burpees rather than speed.
* Goal finishing times will be around 15-20 minutes.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.
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For further study: Most Plants Don’t Really Want You to Eat Them: A Short Lesson in Bioavailability

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-10 min) Warm-up - use light DB

20 mountain climbers
10 DB presses - each side
30 mountain climbers
10 DB bent over rows - each side
40 mountain climbers

(10-20 min) Shoulder prep

Half class performs:

1 min. LAX upper mid-back each side
1 min. LAX posterior shoulder each side

The other half performs:

5-4-3-2-1
Wall climbs (scale height as needed, or perform double reps get-down/ups)
Strict pull-ups - scale to negatives or challenging ring row

Workout Prep

(20-30 min) Prep for workout (as a group)

10 KB deadlifts + 10 Russian swings + 10 swings (use one weight less than working weight)
5 kipping swings + 5 kipping pull-ups (scale to kipping attempts, or to pull-up progression: pulling down on
bar and lifting hips high.

Then, at their own pace, perform:

6 burpees
9 chest-to-bar pull-ups (use workout modification)
12 KB swings (use workout weight)

*Prep for the workout as needed.

Workout
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(30-50 min) Perform the workout

Recovery

(50 min-1 hr) Cool down

Row for 3-5 min. at a slow, conversational pace.
2 min pole stretch (shoulder + hip flexor) each side
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Fri

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

30 sec DB snatch
(50/35lb)
30 sec rest
30 sec single DB
step-ups (20in)
30 sec rest
30 sec v-ups
30 sec rest
5 Rounds

30 sec DB snatch
(40/25lb)
30 sec rest
30 sec single DB
step-ups (20in)
30 sec rest
30 sec v-ups
30 sec rest
5 Rounds

30 sec DB snatch
(30/15lb)
30 sec rest
30 sec single DB
step-ups (20in)
30 sec rest
30 sec tuck-ups
30 sec rest
5 Rounds

30 sec DB snatch
(20/7.5lb)
30 sec rest
30 sec single DB
step-ups (stacked
plates)
30 sec rest
30 sec tuck-ups
30 sec rest
5 Rounds

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* We have a time-based 15-min. workout that will get people moving, working with relative intensity, and
performing some moderately skilled movements. Each movement is designed to be cycled through
relatively quickly for 30 sec. at a time.
* We have prescribed 20 in. for everyone on the step-ups so that they can cycle through these quickly.
* Snatches are done anyhow. They can switch arms whenever they like.
* Step-ups are done alternating.

Scoring

Total reps completed for all movements/rounds.

Daily Training Goal

* Given the 1:1 work-to-rest ratio, the intention is an all-out effort for every movement. It is only 7.5 min. of
actual work, so this shouldn’t be too hard to sustain throughout the workout. The goal for everyone is to
maintain a similar rep count across the board, but you can expect some fatigue and slowing down through
rounds 4 and 5—mostly on the v-ups, since this movement is hard to keep cycling quickly when you are
fatigued.

People will likely hold 8-10 reps on the snatches, 10-15 reps on the step-ups, and 7-10 reps on the v-ups.
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Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: Coronavirus (Covid19) Recovery Breathing Exercises by Patrick McKeown

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Warm-up

First, as a group, perform in a circle:
10 reps hip flow #1

Then perform:

20 DB toe-taps
10 long lunges
20 DB toe-taps
10 air squats
20 lateral DB jump-overs
10 kneeling superman drills

(15-25 min) Midline prep

Tabata sit-ups
* for the 10 sec rest hold a hollow rock

- Tabata is 20 sec. on 10 sec off.
- Find a variation that they can perform each 20 sec. unbroken.

Workout Prep

(25-35 min) Prep for the workout

As a group, review all movements (8-10 reps of each):
DB snatch - perform some progressions here if needed with a light DB first
Step-ups
Single DB step-ups
v-ups

* Prep as needed for the workout.
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Workout

(35-50 min) Perform the workout

Recovery

(50-55 min) Cool down

1-2 min. each side supine pigeon stretch
1-2 min. downdog to cobra - hold poses each rep
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Sat

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

50 double-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry (50/35lb) - RA
50 double-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry - LA
50 double-unders
200m DB carry - both
dumbbells (any style)
AMRAP 20 min

50 double-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry (40/25lb) - RA
50 double-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry - LA
50 double-unders
200m DB carry - both
dumbbells (any style)
AMRAP 20 min

50 plate fast feet
100m one arm OH DB
carry (30/15lb) - RA
100 single-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry - LA
50 plate fast feet
200m DB carry - both
dumbbells (any style)
AMRAP 20 min

25 plate fast feet
100m one arm OH DB
carry (20/7.5lb) - RA
50 single-unders
100m one arm OH DB
carry - LA
25 plate fast feet
200m DB carry - both
dumbbells (any style)
AMRAP 20 min

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Today’s workout tasks the shoulders with some stability-related movements. The effort is 20 minutes of
double-unders and DB carries. The double-under reps remain constant and carries switch up from round
to round—right arm, then left, then ‘you choose’ for twice the distance. This workout is a combination of a
more metabolic jump rope mixed with a calmer, yet muscle-stamina-challenging aspect in the DB carries.
* For the carries, each person needs their own set of DBs. One load for all movements. If equipment does
not allow for each person to have their own set, have athletes use matching sets of KBs as well. They can
choose any method of getting the DB overhead—DB Snatch or DB Clean and Press/Jerk.

Scoring

Total rounds and reps completed. Carry is 1 rep per 100m.

Daily Training Goal

* All of these movements tax the shoulders and stability. The faster athletes move on the carries, the less
time under tension. Also, encourage jump-rope shoulder positioning that reinforces retracted shoulders
and use of the wrists rather than over use of the shoulers to spin the rope, which will help in mitigating
some of the shoulder demand.
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* Choose a SA OH DB carry weight that allows athletes to perform all 100m unbroken, as they will get a
good amount of rest between each arm. For the 200m carry, they should be able to go the majority of the
workout unbroken—maybe one break in the middle of efforts toward the end.
* L1: These athletes should be able to perform reach round of DUs unbroken. Have them shoot for 5+
rounds.
* L2: These athletes will be completing their DUs in 1-3 sets based on DU ability. The goal for this group
is 4+ rounds.
* L3/4: The goal for this crew is to get 4+ rounds.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: The Hook Grip: Why & How to Do It Correctly

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-10 min) Warm-up with handstands

In partners, perform a handstand holding ladder.
P1) start with 10 seconds in a handstand.
Then, P2) Complete 10 seconds

Add another 10 seconds. Repeat until one partner cannot hold for that period of time. Scale appropriately
with the goal of holding a handstand for 1 min. (6 rounds)

*Scale up to wall facing or down to a plank if needed.

(10-20 min) Double-under prep and mobility
Alternate between 25 double-unders (goal is unbroken) and the mobility below:
10 cat/camel
10 up-and-over the fence each side
10 hip capsule grind each side

Workout Prep

(20-30 min) Prep for the workout.

With a dumbbell load one less than working weight, perform:

100m front rack double carry
100m one-arm OH carry (50 m L, 50 m R)
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*Repeat using workout weight.

*Prep as needed for the workout.

Workout

(30-50 min) Perform workout.

Recovery

(50 min-1 hr) Cool down

10 reps hip flow drill #2 (slow and easy)
1 min. foot and ankle stretches each side
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Sun

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

In partners

Row for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Power snatch for reps
(95/65lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground
Air bike for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Squat clean for reps
(95/65lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground

In partners

Row for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Power snatch for reps
(75/55lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground
Air bike for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Squat clean for reps
(75/55lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground

In partners

Row for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Power snatch for reps
(65/45lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground
Air bike for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Squat clean for reps
(65/45lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground

In partners

Row for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Power snatch for reps
(45/35lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground
Air bike for cals
AMRAP 8 min
Power clean for reps
(45/35lb)
AMRAP 8 min
* Barbell cannot touch
the ground

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Today is a long partner workout that combines monostructural machines and a lightly loaded barbell.
* There are 4 rounds of 8-minute windows, in which the pairs accumulate as many calories (machines) or
reps (barbell) as possible, switching as necessary with no minimum work requirement before switching.
* Since it is one person working with the other resting, athletes will be able to push themselves quite a bit.
* The catch in this workout is that on the barbell movements, the bar cannot drop to the ground when
switching partners; it must always remain on someone’s body or hands. The barbell can only touch the
ground to initiate the momentum back up from the ground (in a touch-and-go fashion). This means that on
a movement like the power snatch, partners can choose where they transfer the bar—at the hip or the
back rack. For a movement like the squat clean, they can transfer the bar at the hip or the front rack.
* There is no penalty if the bar accidentally drops, but just make sure the bar doesn’t “accidentally drop”
every time. ;)
* If machines are an equipment constraint for larger classes, have one group start on the bike, then squat
clean, then row, then power snatch. Have the other group perform the workout as written.
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Scoring

Total reps: row calories, power snatch reps, bike calories, squat clean reps.

Daily Training Goal

L1: The men should shoot for 160-170 (20-21 cal/min) on the rower and 200 calories on the bike (25
cal/min.) These guys will end up getting the watts pretty high on the bike, which will tick off a LOT of
calories).

The ladies should shoot for 150-160 (18-20 cal/min) on the rower and around 170 (21 cal/min) on the
bike. Each pair should power snatch around 120 reps (15 reps/min) and squat clean around 160 reps (20
reps/min).

L2/3: The men should shoot for 150-160 (18-20 cal/min) on the rower and 160 calories on the bike (20
cal/min). The ladies should shoot for 120-150 (15-18 cal/min) on the rower and around 120 (15 cal/min)
on the bike. Each pair should power snatch around 12-15 reps per minute, and squat clean around 15-17
reps per minute.

L4: Aim for this crew to feel like they are at an 85-90 percent across the board when transitioning between
each partner on the machines. They shouldn’t be at a full sprint, but they should be pushing themselves
hard. For the power snatches and power cleans, have the pairs choose a weight that allows them to
complete anywhere between 12-15 reps per minute between the two of them.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: Rich Froning in Double Grace

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-17 min) Warm-up in partners

P1) Row 250m
P2) Every 10m their partner rows, perform 1 air squat
Switch

P1) row 250m
P2) bike for calories
Switch
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P1) row 250m
P2) Every 10 m their partner rows, perform 1 sit-up
Switch

P1) row 250m
P2) bike for calories
Switch

Workout Prep

(17-27 min) Oly complex for power snatch OR squat clean

*Briefly review whatever movement they don’t perform in the complex.

Perform 1 set of 5 reps of each movement at their workout weight.

*Prep as needed for the workout.

Workout

(27 min-1 hr) Perform the workout

Recovery
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Mon

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

800m run

20 hip extensions
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(95/65lb)
3 Rounds

600m run

20 GHD sit-ups
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(95/65lb)
3 Rounds

400m run

800m run

20 hip extensions
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(75/55lb)
3 Rounds

600m run

15 GHD sit-ups
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(75/55lb)
3 Rounds

400m run

600m run

15 hip extensions
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(65/45lb)
3 Rounds

400m run

15 partial ROM GHD
sit-ups
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(65/45lb)
3 Rounds

200m run

600m run

15 hip extensions
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(45/35lb)
3 Rounds

400m run

15 abmat GHD sit-ups
15
shoulder-to-overhead
(45/35lb)
3 Rounds

200m run

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* We start off the week with a sandwich-style workout, with running in the beginning, middle, and end of
two separate couplets.
* The workout is performed one time through and will work the anterior and posterior chain with both GHD
movements, the legs with a good volume of running, and the shoulders from going overhead with the
barbell.
* Each couplet encompases a shoulder-to-overhead, which can be performed as a press, push press or
push jerk. The weight should be light—something they could push press the entire workout. (We are only
covering through the push press in today’s session.
* For the GHD movements, if your classes are large, stagger the start of the workout a bit so that the first
group of people are likely finished with the first 3 round couplet by the time the second heat is back from
the 800m run.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5u1z5F6VoE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDeHleAARFg


* The hip extensions can also be performed as good mornings using the same barbell as the athlete is
performing the S2OH with. The GHD sit-ups can also be performed as v-ups.

Scoring

Time to complete workout

Daily Training Goal

* Have athletes do their best not to treat the run as a recovery. Yes, they should use the first 150-200m to
stride it out and get their legs back after the GHDs, but they should be pushing themselves pretty hard as
they’ll catch their lungs a bit on the GHD movements.
* For the S2OH, choose a weight that can be performed unbroken for the first few rounds and in 1-2 sets
thereafter.
* For L1: aim for a sub 2 minute pace per 400m on each of the run intervals. GHD sit-ups and hip
extensions should be performed unbroken. These athletes will finish around 20 minutes.
* For L2 and L3: aim for around an average of a 2-2:15 pace per 400m on each of the run intervals. GHD
work will likely be performed in 1-2 sets. These athletes will finish around 22-23 minutes.
* For L4: aim for around an average of 2:30 pace per 400m on each of the run intervals. These athletes
will finish around 22-25 minutes.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.
* Hip Extensions: reduce number of reps. If equipment is a constraint, perform barbell good mornings
using the barbell from the S2OH.
* GHD Sit-ups: modify by performing half ROM (breaking parallel rather than hands to the floor). Then,
scale number of reps. Lastly, scale to v-ups.

For further study: The Running Man

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-20 min) Chris Hinshaw Running Warm-up

As a group, jog 400m to warm up.

DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY

- Leg Swings (10 R and L front to back, 10 R and L side to side)
- Ankle Rotations (10 R and L, clockwise and counter-clockwise)
- Knee Touches (3 x 3-5 sec. each leg) into wall (toe 4+ inches from wall) to warm Achilles.

HIP MOBILITY
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- Side High-Knee Karaoke Drill (10 yards on each side)
- Alternating Forward Walkover “the Hurdle” Drill (High knee angled out and lift up and over imaginary
hurdle for 10 yards.)
- Walking while pulling knee to chest (standing tall)
- Walking pulling inner ankle up to chest (“Figure 4″)

DRILLS (1 x 10 yards w/ 10 yard walk between efforts)

- Walking Lunges with Pelvic Tilt (hip-flexor stretch)
- Walking Lunges with Torso Twist toward side of extended knee
- Woodpecker (Stand on 1 leg, bend at waist, touch ground with 2 hands, while the other leg pivots up
and back to 90-degree position from the ground.)
- Toe Touches (marching opposite hand to toe touches)
- High Knees
- Butt Kicks (knee pointed to ground)
- Straight Legs (prime time)
- Fast Stutter Steps with quick arms while driving elbows down and back
- Crouching Side Step Shuffle (out 20 yards and back 20 yards)
- Side Step Jumping Jacks with arms moving overhead (out 20 yards and back 20 yards)

Workout Prep

(20-25 min) Review shoulder-to-overhead as:

Press—push press
* If using a PVC, perform Cuban press, shoulder rolls first to prep shoulders.
Go straight to workout weight and perform 5 reps unbroken.

(25-35 min) Prep for workout

Briefly review GHD sit-ups and hip extensions.
* Go straight to modifications today since there is no time to practice the movements too much.
Perform 10 GHD Sit-ups (half ROM)
Perform 10 Hip Extensions
Perform 10 GHD Sit-ups (full ROM)
Perform 10 Hip Extensions
* Time permitting, have everyone perform the first two movements on the GHD, then perform their
modifications for the second two sets.
* Prep as needed for the workout.

Workout

(35 min - 1hr) Perform the workout
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Recovery

Tues

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Squat Snatch
1-1-1-1-1

* Optional Finisher

Squat Snatch
1-1-1-1-1

* Optional Finisher

Squat Snatch
1-1-1-1-1

* Optional Finisher

Power snatch
3-3-3-3-3-3

* Optional Finisher

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* It’s been quite some time since we’ve gone for heavy singles on a squat snatch, and today is the day!
* The strength session is 5 reps of a heavy single, intended to make athletes max out their snatch,
whether that’s a new 1RM or just something really heavy for the day.
* There will be plenty of time for athletes to warm up to their starting weight. Once they are at a heavy
weight, the working sets should take about 20 minutes with ample time to rest in between. There is no
rushing when going max effort on this lift—the pace should be chill and controlled.
* Even if some athletes have a heavier power snatch, we want to encourage the full movement today. The
more these positions are worked, the better an athlete will get. More exposure getting fully under the bar
will help their confidence in the third pull and stability in the catch.
* We have included an optional finisher that will take around 10 minutes at the end of class.
* There is no time alloted for the finisher, but it is relatively easy to explain and won’t need much
supervision, so athletes can be self-sufficient if they decide to partake!

Scoring

Heaviest load lifted

Daily Training Goal

* For athletes trying to game plan their working set singles, start around 85 percent and add roughly 3-5
percent each rep, depending on how good it feels.
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* If the rep was made but didn’t necessarily look or feel good, encourage athletes to repeat the weight and
strive for better movement. That will help him/her transfer over better movement patterns for the
subsequent lift.
* If an athlete doesn’t feel like maxing out but wants to simply sustain heavy sets, aim for around 90
percent across the board.
* For the newer athletes and those with mobility limitations, the squat snatch will be a challenging
movement for them, so we are segmenting the movement to a power snatch + OHS for these athletes,
still aiming to work the same ROM, but with some time in the middle for them to stop, adjust foot position
if needed, and then perform the OHS.
* We also don’t want this crew to go quite to max effort, so we are working triples to reinforce movement
patterns. Have them put the bar down between each rep, focusing on their setup position each time.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.
* For those serious mobility issues, perform a power snatch + getting as low as possible into an OHS.

For further study: Drills For A Better Muscle Snatch

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) In partners with a MB, perform 10 reps of each:

Chest passes
Overhead passes
Behind-the-head tosses (Face away from partner. One partner retrieves the ball after the other does a
toss.)
Side tosses
Squat + tosses to partner
Throws to partner (Partner who throws does a burpee after each throw.)
MB kick backs
Russian twist (feet up) then toss (sitting to the side of partner)

(15-20 min) Quick mobility

1 min groiner stretch (30 sec each side)
1 min wall-facing hip-flexor stretch (each side)

Workout Prep

(20-30 min) Perform the Oly Complex (Snatch Warm-up)
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https://www.catalystathletics.com/video/1435/Drills-For-A-Better-Muscle-Snatch/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCmFCypWtxY
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Oly Complex:
1 round = 5 reps each of:
- Snatch grip Romanian deadlift (pause briefly above knee)
- Muscle snatch strict
- Power snatch from above knee
- Overhead squat
- Snatch grip squat press (elevate heels or press from standing position if needed)
2 sets with a PVC
2 sets with an empty barbell

(30-40 min) Prep for squat snatches

5 reps unbroken
3 x 3 reps (reset each rep)
3 x 1 rep
*Increase load each set. The last set of 1 should be close to or at starting weight.

Workout

(40 min - 1hr min.) Perform squat snatches
* Perform a set every 4-5 minutes.

Recovery

(10 min) Optional finisher

80 renegade rows (50/35lb) with perfect technique.
* Every time you rest, perform 5 burpees.
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Wed

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Long - Chewbacca

1k row
50 wall balls (20/14lb)
50 box jumps (24/20in)
50 ring push-ups
50 KB swings (53/35lb)
50 MB cleans
1k row

Long - Chewbacca

1k row
50 wall balls (20/14lb)
40 box jumps (24/20in)
30 ring push-ups
40 KB swings (53/35lb)
50 MB cleans
1k row

Long - Chewbacca

500m row
40 wall ball (14/10lb)
30 plate jumps (45lb
plate)
20 box push-ups (20in)
30 KB swings (44/26lb)
40 MB cleans
400m run

Long - Chewbacca

500m row
40 wall ball (14/10lb)
30 plate jumps (45lb
plate)
20 box push-ups (20in)
30 KB swings (44/26lb)
40 MB cleans
400m run

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Another benchmark test, wahoo! This is one of our favorites, and the second of two long workouts.
* It will take most athletes over 20 min. We are testing a mix of skill sets: aerobic capacity, muscular
stamina, coordination, agility, balance, and mental tenacity. :-)
* There are a lot of moving parts in this workout, so logistically, it’s going to take some time to get
everyone set up with equipment and space.
* Keep the warm-up short and spend most of the prep time reviewing and practicing movements.
* The wall ball height is 10/9 ft.
* Have the athletes’ bodies as parallel with the ground as possible on the ring push-ups. This might mean
they use a box under their feet. Anything outside of this standard is a scale.
* You may need to stagger the start if you are short on rowers. Ideally, everyone should be done with the
second row by the time the next group comes through for their second row. If it isn’t going to work in your
space, you can modify to an 800m run on one end or the other.
* Check out the fitness chart HERE for the level descriptions and variations.

Scoring
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9JFfSLPe_w
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Time to complete workout

Daily Training Goal

* Nothing should be so hard that athletes can’t keep moving at a consistent pace. Have them be solid but
not too conservative on the first row (something like 10-15 sec slower per 500m than their max 1k pace.)
* For the rest of the movements, take short rests and then go again. This applies to all levels of the
workout.
* The limiting movement for most will likely be the ring push-ups.
* Everything else requires a lot of breathing and mental grind! The MB cleans get a little heated, and you
might see some people start to break down. They are so close to being done, so give them some
encouragement at this point!
* When they get back on the rower, they should give themselves the first 500m to get over how tired they
are, then start pushing all the way to the end. The last 500m should be done faster than the rest of the
distance. There is always energy for that glorious finish. :-)

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.
* Refer to the fitness chart

For further study: Anatomy of Levers, Part 2: Leverage and Moments

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Warm up in partners

P1) Row 250m (steady pace)
P2) Bootstrap squats
Switch

P1) Row 250m (moderate pace)
P2) Scorpion stretch (Dynamic version: Hold for a few seconds each side, then switch)
Switch

P1) Row 250m (hard pace)
P2) Flow Drill #1
Switch

Workout Prep
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(15-30 min) Go through each movement station as a review.

Perform reps of each until athletes are moving well. Use their workout weights for all movements.

Use this order: MB cleans—wall balls—KB swings—box jumps—ring push-ups

Then:
* Partner people up and have them perform 5-10 reps of each movement.
* Scale load/movement as needed.
* Once everyone is set up, have them perform a few more reps of each movement so they know
logistically where they are going to be working out.
* Prep as needed for the workout.

Workout
(30 min -1hr) Perform workout
* You may need to stagger the start if there aren’t enough rowers or other equipment for everyone to go at
the same time.

Recovery
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Thurs

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

2 min air bike for cals
2 min back squats
(95/65lb)
2 min rest
3 rounds

2 min air bike for cals
2 min back squats
(75/55lb)
2 min rest
3 rounds

2 min air bike for cals
2 min back squats
(65/45lb)
2 min rest
3 rounds

2 min air bike for cals
2 min back squats
(45/35lb)
2 min rest
3 rounds

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* In today’s time-priority workout, athletes will move through two movements on a continuous 18 min
clock.
* The air bike in this workout will provide a very aerobic and lactic stimulus to the lungs and legs.
* The back squats are intended to be super light, ideally athletes should be able to keep the bar on their
back and move smoothly for the entire 2 min.
* The overall workout is designed to push athletes to a slightly uncomfortable pace during each 2 min of
work. However, it has been a pretty tough week of workouts, so if athletes are feeling a bit beat up,
encourage them to take down the intensity a bit and move steadily through.
* Athletes are to accumulate as many reps as possible in 2 min of each movement.
* Stagger the start for any equipment limitations.

Scoring

Total reps
* Post 3 individual round scores in the comments

Daily Training Goal
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1p6zdRp2bJ8
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* This workout will combine two major elements: 1) a metabolic stimulus with the bike and light back
squats and 2) extreme lactic acid build-up in the legs. It’s going to be fun!
* Athletes will quickly learn today after the first round if their pacing and intensity from the start was too
aggressive or too conservative.
* The goal is to accumulate a solid amount of volume in the 2 min windows.
* Aim for athletes’ scores to stay within 10-15 reps of the best and worst round.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: The Courage to Lead

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Bike and mobility

1:30 bike (slow)
Darren’s spicy hip warm up
1 min bike (moderate)
20 quad pose to hip lift
30 sec bike (fast)
10 air squat to up and over the fence
* Perform this with partners if needed.

(15-20 min) Review and prep back squat

10 warrior pose (5 per side)
10 good mornings to squat

Then with an empty barbell call athletes through some back squats
* Pause athletes in the bottom to cue and correct.

(20-30 min) Prep for workout

With athletes’ workout load perform 12 back squats with a smooth tempo
*Briefly review how to take the barbell from the ground to the back and from the back to the ground.

30 sec bike (hard)
10 sec rest
30 sec back squats
* Goal is to get their heart rate up here
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* Prep as needed

Workout

(30 - 48 min) Perform workout

Recovery

(48 min - 1hr) Accessory work

8 barbell roll outs
16 barbell hip extensions (1 sec pause at top)
3 sets
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Fri

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Power clean (135/95lb)
Handstand push-ups
Inverted rows

10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Power clean (115/75lb)
Handstand push-ups
Inverted rows

10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Power clean (95/65lb)
Box pike push-ups
Ring rows

10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Power clean (65/45lb)
Pike push-ups
Ring rows

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* Friday brings us a Linda-style barbell and gymnastics ladder that still incorporates a clean, press, and a
pull like the original workout does. ;)
* The descending rep scheme is 10 of each, 9 of each, etc., all the way down to 1.
* The load is light. The cleans and HSPU should be done pretty fast. The inverted rows throw in a bit
more of a challenge and will slow the workout down.
* The inverted rows are performed on the rings with the athlete’s body as parallel to the ground as
possible. In order to achieve this, a box can be placed on the ground to elevate the athlete’s body or the
rings can be lowered as low as possible.
* It’s important that athletes maintain the integrity of the inverted rows, especially in the rounds of 9-6. No
“kipping” allowed.

Scoring

Time to complete workout

Daily Training Goal
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWzdiyDlkF8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Dcjkh2ZoOk


* Just like Linda, the front end of the workout will be a bit slower (through the round of 7s). Pick up the
pace on the 6s. Rounds 4 through 1 should be a full sprint.
* Choose a weight for the power cleans that is pretty light and allows the movement to be performed in
1-2 sets throughout the entire workout.
* The top athletes will be able to perform all the HSPU unbroken. The inverted rows will be a very
challenging ROM, so each round should be done in 1-2 sets.
* The majority of the athletes will need to break up the HSPU once or twice in rounds 10 through 7. The
inverted rows will likely take 1-3 sets to complete.
* Aim for finishing times to be around 12-14 minutes.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: Crazy-Time Power Cleans With Jesse Ward - CrossFit

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Get sweaty with a light KB

Complete:

200m jog
20 KB deadlifts
10 push-ups
150m jog
20 KB swings
10 Burpees
100m jog
10 KB bent-over-rows (each side)
1 min plank hold

(15-25 min) Power clean review and technique work

Review the power clean with complex: 1 clean lift off + 1power clean w/ pause above knee + 1 power
clean
3-5 sets with empty barbell
3 sets with additional 5-15 lb (each side)
* Do these all as a group

Workout Prep
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(25-35 min) Prep for HSPU and inverted rows

Alternate between the two movements (half the class start on one movement, and half on the other):
Min. 1: 45 sec handstand hold or plank hold
Min. 2: 10 easy ring rows
Min. 3: 5 negative handstand lowers (scale to box pike or pike)
Min. 4: 5 inverted (harder) ring rows + 3 sec pause at top of position
Min. 5: 5 strict HSPU
Min. 6: 5 strict inverted ring rows
Min. 7: 5 kipping HSPU

* Take time between efforts if needed. Or, brief everything first and have them go on a running clock and
cue reminders between sets.

(35-40 min) Prep for power cleans

Take 1-2 sets of 5 reps to get to working weight.
*Prep as needed for the workout.

Workout

(40-55 min) Perform workout

Recovery

(55 min-1hr) Cool down

1 min banded shoulder sequence (each position)
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Sat

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

Every 3 min perform
100m farmer’s carry
(Heavy)
16 hang power
snatches (95/65lb)
3 Rounds

* Work up to a heavy
100m farmers carry.

Every 3 min perform
100m farmer’s carry
(Heavy)
16 hang power
snatches (75/55b)
3 Rounds

* Work up to a heavy
100m farmers carry.

Every 3 min perform
100m farmer’s carry
(Heavy)
14 hang power
snatches (65/45lb)
3 Rounds

* Work up to a heavy
100m farmers carry.

Every 3 min perform
100m farmer’s carry
(Heavy)
12 hang power
snatches (45/35lb)
3 Rounds

* Work up to a heavy
100m farmers carry.

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* We are going to give the legs a little break again this week. Athletes will still use the legs today, they just
won’t need to go below parallel.
* We know a lot of people dislike farmer's carries, which is a good reason to do them more often. :-)
* Today, we are using a heavy load for a short distance, coupled with light hang power snatches for a
moderate amount of volume.
* The design of the workout is such that they’ll perform both movements within a 3 minute window, and
whatever is left of the 3 minutes is their rest time.
* We have included some time to work up to a heavy 100m farmers carry in the prep piece of the workout.
* This needs to be done without putting the load down for the whole 100m. They will then use this load for
their 3 x 100m efforts in the workout.

Scoring
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Total time (add all 3 rounds together)
* Record load used in comments

Daily Training Goal

* Since the farmer’s carry load will be heavy, most of your athletes might need to put it down more than
twice which is ok, we want them to stick with what they get on their max attempt in the prep.
* Make sure athletes keep their carry time below 90 seconds, though, otherwise it will start eating into
their rest time.
* The goal for the snatches is one quick and fast set to maximize their rest. For the last round, they may
need to break them up into 2 sets due to fatigue. That is OK, since they can work right up to the 3 minute
cap since it’s their last set.
* Aim to get at least 30-45 seconds rest between efforts.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: Scaling Sound Off: Ripped

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Warm up with Oly complex #2 (Snatch Warm-up)

With a PVC pipe perform Oly Complex #2
5 deadlifts to knee
5 deadlifts to pockets
5 deadlifts + shrug
5 muscle snatch
5 power snatch
5 hang power snatch

Then, perform forearm and wrist mobility stretches

Finish the warm-up performing another set of the Oly complex #2 but this time with an empty barbell

Workout Prep

(15-30 min) Work up to a heavy 100m farmers carry

Perform 5 x 100m farmers carry
*Rest as needed.
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*Increase load each set.
*The last set should be really hard, but the goal is to do it unbroken.

(30-40 min) Prep hang power snatch

With an empty barbell, briefly review the hang power snatch again as:
High hang—mid-thigh—review cycling the barbell.

Then, with one load below workout weight, perform:
3 high hang snatches + 3 mid-thigh snatches
Repeat with workout weight.

(40-45 min) Prep for the workout

Bring the farmer’s carry load back down to workout weight and prep as needed for the workout.

Workout

(45-54 min) Perform the workout

Recovery

1 min under-the-body thoracic stretch (each side)
1 min barbell smashing (each side)
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Sun

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4

25 burpees
50 MB front squats
(20/14lb)
100 double-unders
3 Rounds

25 burpees
50 MB front squats
(16/12lb)
100 double-unders
3 Rounds

20 burpees
40 MB front squats
(14/10lb)
150 single-unders
3 Rounds

15 burpees
30 MB front squats
(10/8lb)
100 single-unders
3 Rounds

Daily Brief
Coaching Notes

Design and Logistics

* This Sunday is for moving! Today’s workout is a long effort with a lot of light-weight/body-weight volume.
* The workout will be a bit more mental with more strategy involved, as each movement calls for a lot of
reps, but only for 3 rounds. All movements will tax the shoulders and also incorporate the legs, with a
squat, a jump, or a burpee.
* There is really nowhere to hide in this workout as athletes trudge through lots of volume. :)

Scoring

Time to complete workout

Daily Training Goal

* Since this workout is a longer effort with so many reps per round, the best way to perform it is to break it
up from the get-go in order to preserve energy for the second and third rounds.
* Aim for the burpees to be completed in about 90 seconds, no longer than 2 minutes. Burpees should be
performed at a consistent pace rather than sprinting and needing a longer rest.
* The MB front squats should be performed in bigger sets, ideally 1-2 sets per round. These are not wall
balls so athletes should be capable of doing bigger sets.
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* Double-unders will vary for most. Unbroken will take about 1 min but for most as fatigue sets in they will
be closer to 90 sec - 2 min.
* Aim for athletes to finish in 14-18 min.

Scaling

* See levels for scaling.

For further study: 300-Pound Cop Arrests Weight Gain, Saves Marriage

Brief and Warm-up

(0-5 min) Brief

(5-15 min) Play med ball musical chairs

- At the start of the music athletes start by jogging in a circle
- When the music stops, athletes locate a MB and squat to it
- The person left without a MB performs 3 burpees and is eliminated from the circle.
- Remove 1 MB and continue

Workout Prep

(15-25 min) Double-under prep

As a group:
20 single-unders
20 single/double-unders (have people attempt this)
20 singles
20 double-unders
20 singles
20 double-unders
* Break in between and coach as necessary.
* Try some triple-unders at the end, too!

(25-30min) Prep for workout

Perform as quickly as possible:
4 burpees
6 MB front squats
12 double-unders
Rest as needed.

Workout
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(30-50 min) Perform the workout

Recovery

(50 min - 1hr) Stretching or Core work

Core work:
30 MB Russian Twists
1 min plank on MB
3 sets

Stretching:
1 min calf stretch (each side)
1 min pole stretch (each side)
1 min frog stretch
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Competitor Program
Unlike other competitor programs, this is not a stand-alone product — this program is used in combination
with our Gym Program. And here’s how it works: Your athlete will attend the day’s regular class and also
perform the workout from the Competitor Program.

Mon

Design and logistics
Do the affiliate programming for the day, then complete this additional training.

Scoring
Time

Daily training goal
Goal is to finish in under 12 minutes, with great times under 8 minutes. Resist the temptation to come out
real aggressive on those first rounds, as the real work doesn’t start until you get to the 5’s.

Scaling
Lower the weight on the clean to be able to maintain fast singles on the reps.

Workout prep
-
Workout
For time:
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8
Bar Muscle up
Power clean (225/155)

Recovery
For quality:
8 reps of "skin-the-cats"
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Tues

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Load

Daily training goal
Use the heaviest weight possible on each set.

Scaling
-
Workout prep
3 rounds for quality:
25 Hip extensions
30 second L-sit

Workout
Back Squat
5-3-1-3-5
Recovery
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Wed

Design and logistics
Do the affiliate programming for the day, then complete this additional training.

Scoring
Time

Daily training goal
Goal is to finish under 16 minutes. The sled should be light, no more than (50/35), but also depends on
the surface you are pulling on. The yoke should be 2-3x BW.

Scaling
Lower the loading on the yoke to 1-2x BW. Go for 25ft per HS walk.

Workout prep
-
Workout
4 rounds for time:
50ft Yoke carry
50ft HS walk
50ft Sled rope pull (hand over hand)
50ft HS walk

Recovery
Accumulate 4 minutes in a top of hip extension hold.
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Fri

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Reps

Daily training goal
Goal is to attack each round with as much intensity as you can find. With the built in rest it will be tempting
to pace this and not make it hurt as bad. Let’s see how our ability to recover between max efforts is. So
hit the first round as hard as possible, and then try to match that effort as best you can. Good scores will
be 20+ burpees each round, only counting reps after you get back from the run.

Scaling
-
Workout prep
-
Workout
5 rounds for reps:
2 minutes of,
10 burpees
200-m sprint
Max-rep burpees
-Rest 3 minutes between rounds.

Recovery
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Sat

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Time

Daily training goal
Goal is to finish under 15 minutes. You must complete 10 reps on each side during each round of the
jerks, however you may switch hands anytime.

Scaling
Use a lighter DB. If GHD volume is concerning, perform 15 reps per round instead.

Workout prep
Shoulder Press
3-3-1-1-1
-Build to a quick, heavy single

Workout
7 rounds for time:
20 GHD sit ups
20 Single arm DB Push Jerks (70/50)
Recovery
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Mon

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Load

Daily training goal
Hold the bar in the crook of your bent arms in front of you. Find a challenging weight for a set of 5.

Scaling
-
Workout prep
Bench Press
3-3-3-3-3
Ring Row
10-10-10-10-10

Workout
Zercher squat
5-5-5-5-5

Recovery
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Tues

Design and logistics
Do the affiliate programming for the day, then complete this additional training.

Scoring
Time

Daily training goal
Goal is to finish under 15 minutes, and under 12 minutes if you have good capacity with muscle ups.
Steady, consistent sets will pay off in those later rounds and prevent too much slow down from failed
reps.

Scaling
Lower the reps by starting the workout @ the round of 11. Heavily consider this option if you current
"Amanda" (normal) time is over 6 minutes.

Workout prep
-
Workout
“Amanda .45”
For time:
13-11-9-7-5
Ring Muscle up
Squat Snatch (135/95)

Recovery
3 Rounds for quality:
30 Band “Pull aparts”
10 Band "pass thru"
- Goal is to cool down and strengthen our shoulders after today’s training. The “pull-aparts” are holding a
band at chest level with arms straight. Pull arms outwards staying level with the chest, return and repeat
at a fairly rapid pace. On the pass-thru's focus on keeping the elbows straight.
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Wed

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Load

Daily training goal
Use the heaviest weight you can for each set.

Scaling
-
Workout prep
Straight leg deadlift
8-8-8-8-8
Muscle Clean
1-1-1-1-1

Workout
Hang Power Clean
5-5-5-5-5

Recovery
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Fri

Design and logistics
Do the affiliate programming for the day, then complete this additional training.

Scoring
Time

Daily training goal
Goal is to finish under 17 minutes. Hold a KB in each hand during the lunges.

Scaling
Lower the reps to 75 for each movement.

Workout prep
-
Workout
For time:
100m KB front rack walking lunge (35/26)
100 Pull ups
100 Wallball (20/14)
100m KB front rack walking lunge (35/26)

Recovery
50 push ups completed in as few sets as possible
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Sat

Design and logistics
Complete this training, then do the affiliate programming for the day

Scoring
Load

Daily training goal
Use the heaviest weight you can for each set.

Scaling
-
Workout prep
Weighted pull up
3-3-3–3-3

Workout
Sumo Deadlift
3-3-3-3-3

Recovery
3 Rounds for Quality:
25 Hip extensions
30s L-sit (on parallettes)
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Oly Program
The Oly Program gives you 2 plans per week. This program is for affiliates who have a group of members
more committed to developing their Oly skills. It's the difference between showing up 1 day a week to
train Oly lifts vs. 2 days a week (in addition to normal CrossFit classes). The extra practice gives you
faster results. This option is a good fit for gyms who have a successful weightlifting class already, or who
have a group of athletes who are more weightlifting focused. Generally, these folks use CrossFit to round
out their total fitness but want to spend the majority of their time developing their weightlifting skills.

Week 1
Day 1
Warm Up
* NO Shoes/Socks through entire Warm Up

A. Squat Sequence, Get Upright! - 1 Round
A1. Air Squat w/Elevation (Demo here) - 10 reps with 3 second pause in bottom/rep
A2. Bent Knee Ankle Rocks (Demo here) - 10 reps + 10 second hold on last rep/side
A3. Bottom Squat Hold w/support (Demo here) - 30 seconds total
A4. Internal Hip Push (Demo here) - 5 reps unassisted + 5 reps assisted = 10 second hold on last
rep/side
A5. Extended Plate Squat w/Elevation into Overhead Stretch (Demo here) - 10 reps with 3 second pause
in bottom/rep
A6. Bent Knee Ankle Rocks (Demo here) - 10 reps + 10 second hold on last rep/side
A7. Bottom Squat Hold w/support (Demo here) - 30 seconds total
A8. Internal Hip Push (Demo here) - 5 reps unassisted + 5 reps assisted = 10 second hold on last
rep/side
A9. Extended Plate Squat into Overhead Stretch(no elevation) (Demo here)- 10 reps with 3 second pause
in bottom/rep

Work
A1. Overhead Shoulder Stretch w/ Plate (Demo here) - 4 sets 5 reps + 10 second hold in stretch on last
rep/set
-ENSURE elbows are locked
-alternate between A1, A2, and A3

A2. Snatch Push Press + Paused Overhead Squat (Demo here) - 4 sets 3+3 @ by feel
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-anything more than the bar counts as a set
-find "relaxed," quality overhead position and hold 2 seconds on each push press rep
-Overhead Squat Tempo = 2211(2 sec down-2 sec in squat-1 sec up-1 sec standing)

A3. Snatch Grip Squat Press (Demo here) - 4 sets 5 @ by feel
-any sets with the bar count as sets; stick with bar or PVC only if needed
-elevate heels or sit on a box as needed and use progression by lowering the elevation or box height
through sets/weeks
-hold overhead 2 seconds/rep

B. Power Snatch Hip (Demo here) - 6-8 sets 3 @ by feel up to no more than 60% regular snatch
-anything more than the bar counts as a set
-straps recommended
-hold set up positions (in the dip at hip) 2 seconds on each rep before performing snatch

Extra Credit
*if you run a 90 minute class vs 60 minute
C. Reverse Snatch Grip Deadlift (Demo here) - 4 sets 5 @ 50-70% snatch
-Tempo = 5111(5 seconds from standing to floor, rest as needed at floor, control the lift up, 1 second in
relaxed standing position)
-straps recommended

D1. Theraband Warm Up(Part 1) (Demo here) - 10 reps each
D2. Theraband Pass Throughs (Demo here) - 1 set 20 reps
D3. Wrist Push Ups(Version 1) (Demo here) - 20 reps/arm

Week 1
Day 2
Warm Up
* NO Shoes/Socks through entire Warm Up

A. Squat Sequence, Relax Th'Back! - 2 Rounds
A1. Overhead Mobility Drill (Demo here) - 2 rounds
-1 round = 5 shoulder rotations + 5 behind neck press and stretch with reverse grip
A2. Air Squat w/Elevation (Demo here) - 5 reps with 3 second pause in bottom/rep
A3. Hamstring Leg Lifts (Demo here) - 15 reps/side
A4. Bottom Squat Hold w/support (Demo here) - 30 seconds total
A5. Thoracic Wrap (Demo here) - 2 minutes
A6. Air Squat(NO elevation) - 5 reps with 3 second pause in bottom/rep

Work
A1. Front Rack PVC Side Stretch (Demo here) - 6 sets 5 reps + 10 second hold at end range/side
-alternate between A1 and A2
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A2. Front Squat w/Straps and Pause (Demo here) - 6 sets 3 @ by feel
*as front rack mobility work and warm up for the cleans to follow
-anything more than the bar counts as set
-5 second pause in bottom of squat/rep
-can be heavy if quality maintained

B. Power Clean from Above Knee - 6-8 sets 3 @ by feel up to no more than 60% regular clean
-hold above knee set up position 2 seconds on each rep before performing clean

Extra Credit
*if you run a 90 minute class vs 60 minute
C. Reverse Clean Deadlift (Demo here) - 4 sets 5 @ 50-70% clean
-Tempo = 5111(5 seconds from standing to floor, rest as needed at floor, control the lift up, 1 second in
relaxed standing position)
-straps recommended

D1. Theraband Warm Up(Part 2) (Demo here) - 10 reps each
D2. Wrists-Ups and Downs (Demo here) - 15 reps each arm, each exercise

Week 2
Day 1
Warm Up
* NO Shoes/Socks through entire Warm Up

A. ARE Squats (Demo here) - 1 round
1 round = 20 total reps w/5 second pause in bottom/rep
-5 air squats with elevated heel
-5 air squats level(usually Oly shoe but can be regular shoe or no shoe)
-5 air squats with elevated toes
-5 air squats level

B. Barbell Mobility Complex (Demo here) - 1 round
Barbell Mobility Complex
1 round = 5 reps each, pausing for 2 seconds at each end range position, of:
-Good Mornings
-Back Squats
-Back Rack Elbow Rotations
-Behind Neck Press and Stretch
-Narrow Grip Overhead Squats
-Clean Grip Romanian Deadlifts
-Front Squats

Work
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A1. Overhead Shoulder Stretch w/Plate (Demo here) - 4 sets 10 reps + 10 second hold at end range on
last rep/set
-ENSURE elbows are locked; use banded elbows as needed
-alternate between A1 and A2

A2. Behind Neck Jerk Grip Strict Press (Demo here) + Overhead Squat - 4 sets 3+3 @ by feel
-anything more than the bar counts as a set
-3 second pause in the bottom of squat/rep
-if unable to do jerk grip overhead squat, step 1 is to elevate heels, then widen hands if still needed…aim
to progress hands in and/or elevation down as the sets go

B1. Wall Dip (Demo here) - 6 sets 10
-alternate between B1 and B2
-ensure shoulders, butt, and heels are against the wall and maintain through the dip; FEEL what the
whole body does to dip perfectly straight

B2. Push Press w/Pause in Dip (Demo here) - 6-8 sets 3 @ by feel up to no more than 50% best jerk
-anything more than bar counts as set
-pause for 2 seconds in bottom of dip; ensure dip is straight(shoulders directly over hips/back perfectly
upright with NO arch in back; knees should be forward and out)
-NOTE: demo video shows exercise with “PEZ” jerk technique(notice head movement,) so whether you
use that technique or not, the exercise is the same with or without the head movement

Extra Credit
*if you run a 90 minute class vs 60 minute
C. Front Squat – 4-6 sets 5 @ by feel
-3 second pause in squat/rep
-anything more than the bar counts as set

D1. Body Cross (Demo here) - 1 set 15/arm
D2. Windshield Wiper (Demo here) - 1 set 15/arm

Week 2
Day 2
Warm Up
* NO Shoes/Socks through entire Warm Up

A. Squat Sequence, Get Upright! - 1 Round
A1. Air Squat w/Elevation (Demo here) - 10 reps with 3 second pause in bottom/rep
A2. Bent Knee Ankle Rocks (Demo here) - 10 reps + 10 second hold on last rep/side
A3. Bottom Squat Hold w/support (Demo here) - 30 seconds total
A4. Internal Hip Push (Demo here) - 5 reps unassisted + 5 reps assisted = 10 second hold on last
rep/side
A5. Extended Plate Squat w/Elevation into Overhead Stretch (Demo here) - 10 reps with 3 second pause
in bottom/rep
A6. Bent Knee Ankle Rocks (Demo here) - 10 reps + 10 second hold on last rep/side
A7. Bottom Squat Hold w/support (Demo here) - 30 seconds total
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A8. Internal Hip Push (Demo here) - 5 reps unassisted + 5 reps assisted = 10 second hold on last
rep/side
A9. Extended Plate Squat into Overhead Stretch(no elevation) (Demo here)- 10 reps with 3 second pause
in bottom/rep

Work
A1. Overhead Shoulder Stretch w/ Plate (Demo here) - 4 sets 5 reps + 10 second hold in stretch on last
rep/set
-ENSURE elbows are locked
-alternate between A1 and A2

A2. Snatch Push Press + Paused Overhead Squat (Demo here) - 4 sets 5+1 @ by feel
-anything more than the bar counts as a set
-find "relaxed," quality overhead position and hold 2 seconds on each push press rep
-Overhead Squat Tempo = 2511(2 sec down, 5 sec in squat, 1 sec up, 1 sec standing)

B. Power Snatch Hip (Demo here) + Power Snatch from Above Knee - 6 sets 2+2 @ by feel up to no
more than 60% regular snatch
-anything more than the bar counts as a set
-straps recommended
-hold set up positions (at hip and above knee) 2 seconds on each rep before performing snatch

C. Reverse Snatch Grip Deadlift (Demo here) - 5 sets 3 @ 60-80% snatch
-Tempo = 5111(5 seconds from standing to floor, rest as needed at floor, control the lift up, 1 second in
relaxed standing position)
-straps recommended

Extra Credit
*if you run a 90 minute class vs 60 minute
D. Snatch Grip Squat Press (Demo here) - 4-6 sets 3 @ by feel
-any sets with the bar count as sets; stick with bar or PVC only if needed
-elevate heels or sit on a box as needed and use progression by lowering the elevation or box height
through sets/weeks
-hold overhead 2 seconds/rep

E1. Theraband Warm Up(Part 1) (Demo here) - 10 reps each
E2. Theraband Pass Throughs (Demo here) - 1 set 20 reps
E3. Wrist Push Ups(Version 1) (Demo here) - 20 reps/arm
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Kids Program
For kids ages 7 -12, our program develops physical abilities, social skills and self-confidence. The
program can prepare kids for sports, making them fitter and more coordinated, or provide an alternative
for kids who are not interested in competitive sports or traditional team sports. It’s also great for
developing good motor patterns, balance, and a positive attitude toward challenges. At the very least, we
keep things fun and the kids moving.

WEEK  1 - Monday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
5  Strict  DB  Press
10m  Kangaroo  Jumps  with  distance  challenge
7  Ring  Rows

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
5  Strict  Press
10m  Kangaroo  Jumps
5  Ring  Rows

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Today’s  class  will  have  lots  of  opportunities  for  kids  to  get  some  of  that  holiday  vacation  energy out! 
 Really  focus  on  the  Kangaroo  jumps  in  the  warm  up  as  those  will  be  part  of  our  workout.  The advanced 
 kids  should  have  some  distance  markers  on  the  floor  so  each  jump  has  goal  of  how  far  it should  be  (ex: 
 you  can  use  the  length  of  a  mat  as  a  marker  or  cones).  You  might  need  to  lower some  rings  down  to 
 below  your  pocket  level  before  class,  so  that  they  will  be  ready  and  at  the right  height  for  smaller  kids. 
 You  can  also  use  a  marker  (cone)  for  their  feet  if  you  want  to  challenge some  kids  and  keep  their  feet  out 
 in  front  of  the  rings.  Dodgeball  is  always  a  fun  time,  but  expect the  kids  to  be  a  little  more  rambunctious 
 from  all  the  time  off.  If  necessary  make  the  dodgeball court  a  little  smaller  than  usual,  so  it  is  not  as  easy 
 to  dodge  and  kids  spend  more  time  doing movement  to  get  back  in  the  game!

Warmup   (5  minutes)
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Animal  Races!
2  Rounds:
10m  Bear  Crawl  (crawl  with  only  hands  and  feet  touching  the  ground)
10m  Bunny  Hops  (hop  with  feet  and  knees  together  in  small  "bunny  hops”)
10m  Kangaroo  Broad  Jumps  (jump  for  distance,  like  a  kangaroo,  land  in  a  quarter  squat)
10m  Crab  Walk  (crawl  with  only  hands  and  feet  touching  the  ground,  belly  up)
-then  30  second  wall  to  wall  race  (kids  try  to  see  how  many  times  they  can  run  from  wall  to  wall  in 30 
 seconds)

Focus  (12  minutes)
Press -  Have  kids  “wipe  their  feet  on  the  ground”  to  get  their  feet  under  their  hips.  Tell  them  to  put  their
hands  on  their  shoulders  with  palms  facing  up,  squeeze  belly,  butt,  and  legs,  and  press  up  to  the  sky.
Remind  kids  to  really  “reach"  to  the  sky  in  order  to  lock  their  arms  out.  Most  kids  should  do  the movement 
 with  no  weight  in  order  for  them  to  practice  pressing  straight  up  and  ending  with  their biceps  near  their 
 ears  (instead  of  a  “YMCA”  press  that  is  out  to  the  side).  Advanced  kids  that  show  the ability  to  keep  the 
 body  straight,  belly  engaged,  and  biceps  close  to  the  ears  at  the  top,  can  use  light dumbbells,  change 
 plates,  or  kettlebells  for  this  movement  in  the  workout.
Kangaroo  Broad  jumps -  Have  the  kids  jump  for  distance  (like  a  kangaroo).  Goal  is  to  have  them jump  and 
 land  in  their  squat  stance  (quarter  squat),  without  their  knees  collapsing  in.
Ring  row -  Remind  kids  that  the  most  important  thing  to  remember  during  a  ring  row  is  to  keep their  body 
 as  "straight  as  a  board"  as  they  do  the  movement.  "Spaghetti  noodle"  bodies  are  not allowed  and  their 
 hips  should  remain  in  one  line  with  their  shoulders  and  knees.  A  great  starting place  is  to  have  them  walk 
 forward  until  the  rings  touch  them  (this  way  their  feet  will  be  directly under  the  rings),  then  grip  the  rings 
 and  in  a  controlled  motion,  lower  themselves  down  and  pull themselves  back  up  until  their  chest  touches 
 the  rings.  Advanced  kids  who  show  the  strength  and ability  to  keep  their  body  completely  straight  can 
 move  their  feet  forward  to  make  it  more challenging.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)
Dodgeball   -  Split  the  kids  up  into  two  teams.  Place  a  line  of  dodgeballs  (rhino/gator  skin  brand  are
preferred  as  they  are  sting-proof)  down  the  middle  of  the  room  and  have  both  teams  touch  the  the wall  of 
 their  “side”  with  a  hand.  On  GO!,  kids  run  to  the  middle,  grab  a  dodgeball  and  attempt  to  hit the  players  of 
 the  other  team  (from  shoulders  down).  First  time  they  get  hit  they  are  “out”  and  do  3 burpees  to  get  right 
 back  into  the  game,  the  next  time  they  do  3  squats  and  get  right  back  into  the game,  and  then  repeat  that 
 cycle  every  time  they  get  out  (feel  free  to  change  up  the  movement  to whatever  you  would  like).  Rules  - 
 no  head  shots  (if  they  do  hit  someone  in  the  head  it’s automatically  10  burpees),  and  catching  a  ball 
 results  in  the  thrower  being  “out”.

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Outside  of  class,  when  are  other  times  that  we  use  the  press?   Any  example  of  them  putting something 
 over  their  head.
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Tuesday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
4  Handstand  Push-ups  or  8  Stinkbug  Push-ups
8  Knees  to  Elbow  or  Toes  to  Bar
5  Double  Unders  or  20  Single-unders

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
6  Stinkbug  Push-ups
8  Knee  Raises
10  Single  Unders

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Today’s  movements  are  all  involving  the  shoulders,  so  make  sure  that  each  kid  is  adequately  scaled so 
 that  they  can  keep  good  form  throughout  all  movements  for  the  workout  duration.  They  should all  be 
 warmed  up  after  the  jumping  some  rope,  so  briefly  go  over  the  HSPU/Stinkbug  Push-ups  and then  spend 
 the  majority  of  the  focus  time  working  on  the  hanging  knee  raises/KTE/TTB.  For  kids who  don’t  have  the 
 ability  to  control  the  kipping  motion  (hollow  to  extension)  for  the  KTE/TTB, definitely  have  them  do  knee 
 raises  and  give  them  a  goal  of  getting  their  knees  up  to  their  waist. For  kids  who  can  complete  the  hollow 
 to  extension  kip  under  control  (meaning  they  using  their shoulders  instead  of  “swinging”  and  can  “stop”  at 
 any  time),  allow  them  to  work  on  their  Knees  to Elbows  and  Toes  to  Bar.  If  this  is  still  a  new  movement  for 
 them,  it’s  fine  to  have  them  complete  as many  TTB  as  they  can  and  then  finish  out  the  reps  by  scaling 
 down.

Warmup  (5  minutes)
Jump  rope  challenge
-  How  many  can  you  get  without  missing? -  backwards?
-  How  many  can  you  get  right  leg  only?
-  left  leg  only?
-  double  unders?

Focus  (12  minutes)
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Stinkbug  push  ups/Handstand  Push  ups  -   Begin  all  kids  with  the  stinkbug  push-ups  first.  Have them  start 
 in  a  plank  position  and  then  walk  their  hands  back  until  they  are  in  a  pike  position, keeping  their  legs 
 straight.  Instruct  them  to  touch  the  top  of  their  head  to  the  ground  and  then push  the  ground  away.  For 
 kids  who  need  more  of  a  challenge,  have  them  complete  their handstand  pushups  with  their  knees  on  a 
 box  and  hands  as  close  to  the  base  of  the  box  as  possible. Once  again,  they  need  to  touch  the  top  of  their 
 head  to  the  ground  and  push  back  to  a  straight arm.  Ideally,  the  hips  will  be  directly  above  the  shoulders 
 during  this  movement,  and  kids  should  be instructed  to  get  as  close  to  that  position  as  they  feel 
 comfortable.  The  next  step  would  be  strict handstand  push-ups  against  a  wall  if  they  have  the  strength 
 and  are  capable  of  safely  completing  a handstand  kick  up  by  themselves  with  no  spotting.
Hanging  Knee  Raises/Knees  to  Elbows/Toes  to  Bar    -    Help  kids  find  a  bar  at  a  height  that  their  toes are 
 barely  off  the  ground.  Remind  everyone  that  thumbs  always  go  around  the  bar.  Have  them  take turns 
 jumping  up,  keep  their  shoulders  away  from  their  ears  (helps  them  engage  their  shoulders),  and without 
 swinging,  bring  their  knees  up  as  high  as  they  can.  If  this  is  easy  for  them,  have  them  try  to touch  their 
 knees  to  elbows  and  then  toes  to  bar.
Jump  Rope    -  If  possible,  find  appropriate  sized  jump  ropes  for  each  of  the  kids.  Have  them  all  start  with
the  jump  rope  behind  their  feet  and  then  swing  it  over  their  head.  Instruct  them  that  they  should  jump
when  they  see  the  rope.  Focus  should  also  be  on  keeping  the  chest  up  and  feet  together  (like  the  bunny
hop).  Advanced  kids  should  be  able  to  do  20  consecutive  single  jump  ropes  before  attempting  double
unders.  In  order  to  do  double  unders  in  the  workout,  they  must  have  already  achieved  at  least  1-2 double 
 unders.  If  they  are  just  starting  to  master  double  unders,  have  them  do  as  many  as  they  can  and then 
 finish  out  the  rest  of  the  reps  with  single  unders  so  that  they  are  still  getting  practice,  but  not getting 
 frustrated.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)
Balloon  Bonanza   -  Throw  a  balloon  into  the  air  and  tell  the  kids  that  they  have  to  work  together  to keep  it 
 off  the  ground.  Add  more  balloons  as  time  passes  to  increase  the  difficulty.  If  a  balloon touches  the 
 ground,  kids  have  to  do  5  reps  of  a  movement  called  out  by  you  (burpees  are  great  for this),  then  the 
 game  resumes.

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Outside  of  class,  when  are  other  times  that  we  use  the  box  jump?   Any  example  of  them  jumping  up or 
 needing  to  jump  to  get  on  top  of  an  object.
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Thursday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
5  DB  or  PVC  Front  Squats
4  Bean  Bag  Sprints
15  Sit-ups

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
5  Front  Squats
2  Bean  Bag  Sprints
10  Sit-ups

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Today  is  a  Bean  Bag  day!  We  will  be  using  bean  bags  throughout  the  entirety  of  the  class.  The  front squat 
 will  be  our  highest  coaching  priority  today  and  it  will  be  necessary  to  make  sure  that  those are  down  in  an 
 area  away  from  the  other  movements.  Anytime  kids  have  PVC  pipe,  space  is  a requirement.  Remember 
 that  in  the  game,  because  everyone  has  to  do  the  movements  (including you),  the  kids  get  really  invested 
 in  making  coach  move!  Be  ready  to  have  some  fun  with  them!

Warmup  (5  minutes)
Bean  bag  relay   -  Divide  the  kids  into  two  or  more  teams  (keep  teams  small  so  that  kids  stay moving).  First 
 person  on  each  team  runs  and  retrieves  a  bean  bag  from  the  pile  in  the  middle  of  the room.  Once  they 
 return  to  their  team,  then  the  the  next  person  may  go.  Once  all  of  the  bean  bags are  gone  from  the 
 middle,  the  warm-up  is  complete.

Focus  (12  minutes)
Front  squat   -Have  the  kids  form  a  circle  with  you    and  put  their  thumbs  on  their  shoulders,  then put  their 
 feet  under  their  thumbs.  Instruct  them  to  keep  their  thumbs  on  their  shoulders  but  bring their  elbows  up  in 
 front  of  them  like  “laser  guns".  Remind  them  that  we  need  to  keep  our  laser  guns up  the  entire  time  that 
 we  squat,  never  letting  them  point  at  the  ground.  Then  have  them  slowly squat,  keeping  their  feet 
 “superglued  to  the  floor”  while  pressing  their  knees  out  and  then  stand  up. Practice  more  reps,  all  at  a 
 “snail  squat”  pace.  Kids  need  to  keep  their  heels  down,  knees  out,  and chest  up  (tell  them  that  they 
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 should  be  able  to  see  what’s  on  the  shirt  of  the  person  across  from them  at  all  times).  You  may  have 
 advanced  kids  hold  a  PVC  pipe  in  the  front  rack  position  during the  workout  if  they  are  able  to  keep  their 
 elbows  up  the  entire  time.  If  not,  they  can  just  keep  the position  with  empty  hands.  Advanced  kids  may 
 also  hold  DB’s  on  the  shoulders  to  increase  the difficulty  of  the  movement.
Bean  bag  Sprint  -   For  each  kid,  set  up  2  cones  10m  away  from  each  other  with  2  bean  bags  at  one  of the 
 cones  (you  can  put  kids  into  pairs  if  space,  cones  or  bean  bags  are  limited).  Kids  start  at  at  the  cone with 
 the  bean  bags  and  sprint  with  their  first  bean  bag  down  to  the  other  cone.  They  return,  pick  up  the last 
 bean  bag  and  sprint  back.  To  make  it  more  challenging,  add  more  bean  bags.
Sit-ups    -   give  each  of  them  an  abmat  and  have  them  butterfly  their  legs,  lay  back,  touch  the  ground above 
 their  shoulders  and  then  come  all  the  way  back  up  and  touch  the  very  top  of  their  toes  (goal is  to  have 
 their  shoulders  pass  the  hip  crease).  Remind  kids  to  keep  their  butt  in  contact  with  the ground  throughout 
 the  entirety  of  the  movement  so  that  they  aren’t  using  momentum  to  get  back up.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)
Bean  Bag  Toss  -   Have  kids  stand  on  a  line  and  set  up  6  Hula  Hoops  about  5-10m  away.  Hula  Hoops that 
 are  closer  are  worth  more  points  than  Hula  Hoops  that  are  further  away.  Each  kid  gets  2 throws  and 
 whoever  accumulates  the  most  points  gets  to  choose  a  movement  (squats,  push-ups, superman  to 
 hollow,  burpees,  etc.)  and  everyone  else  has  to  do  reps  of  that  movement  equal  to how  many  points  that 
 person  achieved.  Make  sure  kids  get  multiple  chances  to  throw  bean  bags  to make  it  fun!  You  can  also 
 increase  the  amount  of  throws  that  each  child  has  depending  on  the number  of  kids  in  the  class  and  the 
 amount  of  bean  bags  that  you  have.

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Outside  of  class,  when  are  other  times  that  we  use  the  squat?   Any  example  of  them  sitting  down and 
 standing  up.
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Week 2 - Monday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
6  DB  Thrusters
20m  Farmers  Carry
8  Burpees

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
4  Thrusters
20m  Farmers  Carry
6  Burpees

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Today’s  warm  up  and  workout  will  start  a  little  slower  and  then  ramp  up  in  energy,  ending  with  a really  fun 
 tag  game.  The  warm  up  is  more  skill  based  and  will  have  to  be  done  slowly  as  a  balance drill.  The 
 thruster  will  challenge  coordination  and  naturally  slow  them  down  as  well.  If  any  advanced kids  are  using 
 weights,  remember  that  the  mechanics  must  be  excellent.  If  not,  just  using  hands  on the  thruster  is 
 encouraged.  We  also  want  the  farmer  carry  to  be  at  a  walking  pace  to  ensure  good posture  throughout 
 the  repetition.  The  game  is  going  to  be  a  great  opportunity  to  let  the  kids  loose a  bit!

Warmup  (5  minutes)
"Walk  the  plank”  -   This  is  a  balance  drill.  Set  out  planks  of  varying  widths  to  have  kids  attempt  to walk 
 across  without  falling.  To  begin,  kids  must  perform  3  squats  to  attempt  to  walk  across,  and there  is  a  3 
 burpee  penalty  (touch  their  chest  to  the  ground,  jump  up  and  clap  their  hands overhead)  if  they  fall  off. 
 Each  child  should  get  multiple  attempts.  To  increase  the  challenge  and difficulty,  have  them  attempt  to 
 walk  backwards  or  with  their  eyes  closed.

Focus  (12  minutes)
Thrusters   -  Have  kids  set  up  for  their  squat  as  usual,  but  keep  their  hands  on  top  of  their  shoulders and 
 elbows  up.  Perform  a  few  super  slow  "snail  squats"  and  review  some  basic  points  of  the  squat (heels 
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 down,  knees  out,  chest  up).  Over  the  next  few  reps,  the  kids  will  now  "punch"  their  hands  in the  air  once 
 they  stand  up  all  the  way.  The  arms  should  extend  straight  into  the  air  (watch  for  the arms  to  shoot  out 
 "YMCA”  wide,  so  encourage  them  to  keep  their  arms  close  to  their  ears).  Kids should  only  use  light 
 dumbbells,  small  change  plates,  or  kettlebells  in  each  hand  if  the  technique  is excellent.  If  not,  they  can 
 continue  to  push  their  hands  into  the  air.
Farmer  carry   -  The  farmer  carry  will  build  on  the  skills  the  kids  have  developed  in  the  deadlift,  but now 
 they  will  have  either  light  dumbbells  or  kettlebells  to  pick  up  and  carry  with  hands  at  their sides.  Remind 
 them  to  keep  an  "angry  gorilla"  chest  and  use  their  legs,  by  keeping  their  heels  on  the ground,  to  pick  up 
 the  implements.  After  the  carry,  the  kids  should  set  the  weights  down  in  the same  manner  they  picked 
 them  up.  Heavier  DB  or  KB  should  only  be  used  if  they  child  can  make  it down  and  back  without  setting 
 them  down  or  losing  their  good  chest  position.
Burpees   -  Instruct  kids  to  touch  their  chest  to  the  ground,  jump  up,  land  with  feet  in  their  squat stance, 
 then  jump  and  clap  their  hands  overhead.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)

Stuck  in  the  Mud  -   This  is  a  basic  tag  game.  When  a  kid  is  tagged,  they  stand  with  their  legs  apart (stuck 
 in  the  mud)  and  are  freed  when  someone  does  an  “army  crawl"  underneath  them  (remind them  all  that 
 they  have  to  crawl  through  without  touching  that  person  though).

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Outside  of  class,  when  are  other  times  that  we  use  the  push-ups  or  burpees?   Any  example  of  them
pushing  themselves  up  and  off  the  ground.
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Tuesday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
2  Wall  Walks
8  Deadlifts
10  Box  Jump  Step  Down

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
1  Wall  Walk
6  Deadlifts
8  Box  Jump  Step  Down

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Feel  free  to  use  lots  of  boxes  in  the  obstacle  course  today,  as  we  are  going  to  be  using  them throughout 
 the  entire  class.  The  rep  counts  are  a  bit  higher  on  the  deadlifts  and  box  jumps  because it  will  ease  the 
 number  of  kids  on  the  wall  at  any  given  time.  This  makes  your  job  a  bit  easier  in  the group  management 
 department  and  will  slow  the  workout  down  a  bit.  Expect  the  kids  to  try  and rush  through  those  higher 
 reps,  especially  as  the  workout  continues.  It  is  recommended  to  have most  of  your  coaching  focus  on  the 
 wall  walk  for  a  round  or  two,  and  then  transition  over  to  check on  the  other  movements.

Warmup  (5  minutes)
Obstacle  Course  -   Set  up  a  series  of  obstacles  for  the  kids  to  climb  over  and  under  (boxes  with PVC  pipe 
 secured  in  the  handles  works  great  for  the  “under”  obstacles),  a  ladder  to  run  through, and  a  rope  to 
 swing  on  (if  available).  Kids  have  to  do  one  burpee  before  entering  the  obstacle course  and  then  circle 
 around  to  complete  the  obstacle  course  as  many  times  as  they  can  in  the  5 minutes.  Feel  free  to  always 
 add  more  obstacles  based  off  of  your  gym’s  equipment!

Focus  (12  minutes)
Wall  Walks   -  Every  kid  should  complete  at  least  2  wall  walks.  Instruct  them  to  start  with  their  chest on  the 
 ground,  feet  touching  the  wall.  Have  them  push  themselves  up  and  then  keeping  their  legs straight,  walk 
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 their  feet  up  and  hands  back.  Remind  them  to  keep  their  belly  tight  and  only  have them  go  up  as  far  as 
 they  are  comfortable  and  that  their  back  can  stay  straight.  Athletes  should walk  their  hands  back  out  as 
 their  come  down  the  wall.
Deadlift    -    start  off  with  light  or  no  weight  for  everyone  -  smaller  kids  can  use  a  foam  dodgeball  and older 
 kids  can  use  a  small  kettlebell.  Direct  the  kids  to  put  their  feet  on  each  side  of  whatever  they  are going  to 
 pick  up.  Have  them  stick  their  chests  out  and  shoulders  back  like  an  "angry  gorilla”,  “super  glue” the  feet 
 to  the  ground,  and  then  bend  their  knees  and  keeping  their  arms  straight,  reach  down  JUST  far enough  to 
 grab  onto  the  KB/Ball.  From  there,  with  a  neutral  back,  have  them  stand  holding  the  KB/Ball. Remind 
 them  that  on  the  way  back  down,  we  have  to  still  keep  our  “angry  gorilla”!
Box  jump  step  down    -    Kids  should  start  on  a  6"-12"  box  and  demonstrate  being  able  to  jump  and  land on 
 both  feet,  sticking  the  landing  in  a  quarter  squat  stance.  If  they  are  able  to  do  that  with  ease  then
challenge  them  higher  boxes.  Watch  for  the  knees  to  collapse  in  on  the  jump  or  the  land,  as  that  is
unacceptable.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)
Spinning  Angry  Birds  -   Set  up  2  boxes  at  different  heights  and  place  foam  rollers  vertically  on  top. Kids 
 stand  10ft  away  in  a  line  and  have  to  spin  3  times  with  a  dodgeball  and  then  attempt  to  throw and  knock 
 over  as  many  foam  rollers  as  possible.  Every  foam  roller  knocked  over  equals  one  point (if  you  have  foam 
 rollers  of  different  colors  you  can  make  them  different  points).  However  many points  a  kid  gets  is  the 
 amount  of  reps  that  the  rest  of  the  kids  have  to  perform  in  the  movement of  their  choice  (squats,  burpees, 
 kangaroo  jumps,  etc.).  If  smaller  kids  are  struggling  with  knocking over  foam  rollers,  decrease  the  spins  to 
 2  or  allow  them  to  get  closer  to  the  boxes.

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Outside  of  class,  when  are  other  times  that  we  use  the  deadlift?   Any  example  of  them  picking something 
 up  off  the  ground.
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Thursday

ADVANCED KIDS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
6  Burpee  Box  Jumps
10m  Skip
1  Rope  Climb

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  6  minutes:
4  Burpee  Box  Jumps
10m  Skip
2  Rope  Pulls

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Rope  climbs  will  the  centerpiece  of  our  session  today!  Let's  be  sure  to  make  it  a  goal  to  get  every kid  in 
 class  a  little  bit  closer  to  fully  climbing  the  rope.  That  is  a  skill  that  every  child  can  benefit from.  If  you  have 
 some  all-stars  in  class,  we  can  challenge  them  with  some  legless  climbs,  but  take out  the  risk  by  starting 
 seated  and  only  going  halfway  up.  The  majority  of  coaching  time  and  effort should  be  placed  on  the  rope 
 climb,  and  our  excitement  for  it  will  be  contagious  and  really  get  kids invested  into  developing  this  skill.

Warmup  (5  minutes)
Station  rotation   -  20s  at  each  station,  twice  through
-  Burpees
-  Mountain  climbers
-  Box  step  ups  or  jumps

Focus  (12  minutes)
Burpee  Box  Jumps  -   Instruct  kids  to  touch  their  chest  to  the  ground,  jump  up,  land  with  feet  in their  squat 
 stance,  then  jump  and  land  on  a  6"-12"  box,  sticking  the  landing  in  their  squat  stance. Then  they  may 
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 jump  onto  higher  and  higher  boxes.  Watch  for  the  knees  to  collapse  in  on  the  jump or  the  land,  as  that  is 
 unacceptable.
Rope  Pull/Rope  Climb   -  Have  kids  begin  by  laying  on  the  ground  next  to  the  rope.  Then  hand  over hand, 
 keeping  their  body  in  a  rigid  plank  position,  pull  themselves  to  standing  and  lower  back  to the  ground  (a 
 rope  pull).  For  kids  who  have  the  strength  to  do  that  easily,  demonstrate  a  wrap technique  for  the  footwork 
 on  the  rope  in  which  the  rope  is  circled  counterclockwise  around  the base  leg  and  the  other  foot  traps  the 
 rope  on  top  of  the  base  foot.  Athletes  who  can  show  a controlled  and  secure  wrap  may  attempt  to  climb 
 1/2  of  the  rope,  followed  by  full  height  of  the rope  if  they  have  experience  in  that.  Remind  them  that  on  the 
 way  down  they  are  to  keep  the  rope between  their  feet  to  control  the  descent  along  with  lowering  hand 
 over  hand.

Workout  (6  minutes)

Game  (6  minutes)
Farmers  and  Lumberjacks   -  Divide  kids  into  2  teams.  One  team  is  the  “farmers”  and  the  others  are
“Lumberjacks”.  Set  up  the  room  so  there  are  cones  randomly  distributed  throughout,  all  upright.  The
lumberjacks'  goal  is  to  knock  over/turn  over  as  many  cones  (trees)  as  possible,  and  the  farmers have  to 
 stand  them  back  up.  The  lumberjacks  begin  with  a  5  second  head  start,  and  the  round concludes  at  30 
 seconds.  Count  the  score  for  each  team  (cones  knocked  over  vs.  cones  upright)  and repeat  for  at  least  3 
 rounds  of  30  seconds,  switching  the  kids’  roles.

Recap  &  Discussion  Question  -
What  movements  did  we  work  on  today?   Kids  should  raise  their  hand  and  can  only  share  one movement 
 so  that  other  kids  get  a  chance  to  share  as  well.
Food  breaks  down  into  three  categories,  or  “macronutrients”.  What  are  those  3?   Protein,  fat,  and
carbohydrates.
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Teens Program
For ages 12 – 18, our program develops physical skills in an environment of community, accountability,
teamwork and responsibility. Each class gives teens time to focus on a harder skill or movement that
either improves their coordination/balance or transfers over to more powerful lifts. We keep the workouts
challenging not just to make teens more fit, but also to give them a sense of accomplishment. Working
hard to get that first pull-up does amazing things for self-confidence. It also teaches teens how to have a
positive attitude toward challenges.

Week 1 - Monday

ADVANCED TEENS

Push  Press 5-5-5-5-5 Push  Press 7-7-7-7-7

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
We  are  starting  series  of  heavy  day  workouts  over  the  following  months  that  will  build  from  higher rep  sets 
 at  7's,  through  5's,  and  end  with  3's.  Advanced  athletes  will  begin  with  5's,  progress  through 3's  and  end 
 at  1's  to  really  test  their  strength.  The  higher  reps  at  the  start  will  help  athletes  to develop  technique  and 
 then  will  help  them  develop  strength  as  the  series  progresses  forward.  We are  looking  for  athletes  to  try 
 and  hold  a  consistent  weight  across  each  set.  During  the  focus portion,  athletes  will  build  up  to  their 
 weight  and  then  attempt  to  make  the  same  weight  across  all the  working  sets.  Minor  adjustments  are  fine 
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 and  completely  expected,  but  try  to  avoid  anyone making  large  weight  changes  during  the  working  sets. 
 Athletes  will  have  15  minutes  to  complete their  working  sets,  performing  one  set  every  3  minutes.
It  is  essential  that  athletes  are  logging  their  weights  after  each  session  as  we  will  be  referring  back to 
 them  consistently.  If  you  do  not  have  a  way  to  track  athletes'  scores,  or  they  are  not  doing  it themselves, 
 the  beginning  of  the  program  is  a  great  time  to  start!

Warmup  (5  min)
250m  Row
1  min  HS  hold  (or  plank)
25  "Push  Press"  Wallball  (wallball  to  target  but  do  not  have  to  squat)

Focus  (10  min)
Push  Press    -  Take  the  athletes  through  the  following  steps  with  PVC  pipe.
-  Dip  &  Hold  -  Athletes  dip  down  by  keeping  the  chest  upright  and  shooting  the  knees  forward. Hold  the 
 bottom  position  where  we  are  looking  for  the  shoulders  to  be  stacked  directly  above  the hips.  This  allows 
 the  bar  to  move  directly  up  and  down,  with  no  forward  or  backward  deviation.
-  Dip  &  Drive  (Slow)  -  Athletes  repeat  the  dip,  but  immediately  stand  back  up  keeping  the  same
mechanics  they  displayed  in  the  previous  step.  Look  for  the  dip  to  remain  at  the  same  depth through  each 
 rep.
-  Dip  &  Drive  (Fast)  -  Repeat  the  previous  step,  but  now  with  an  aggressive  drive.  Be  sure  to  have them 
 dip  under  control  and  only  perform  the  drive  portion  quickly.  This  will  keep  them  connected to  the  bar 
 throughout  the  movement.
-  Push  Press  -  Athletes  repeat  the  previous  step  and  remember  to  pull  their  chins  back  out  of  the way  as 
 they  finish  with  a  press  overhead.  Look  for  the  athletes  to  use  their  legs  and  jump  the  bar up,  a  good 
 indicator  that  they  have  received  full  contribution  from  the  legs  before  attempting  to use  the  arms.
This  progression  is  a  great  way  to  start  to  teach  athletes  how  to  use  their  big  movers  (legs)  before the 
 small  movers  (arms)  attempt  to  help.
Loading  sequence:
10  reps  with  PVC  pipe  (these  reps  are  a  great  time  to  get  some  coaching  in!) 10  reps  with  training  bar  or 
 empty  barbell
10  reps  with  1/2  estimated  working  weight  on  bar
7  reps  at  a  slightly  heavier  weight
*Advanced  athletes  may  need  an  additional  warm  up  set*
Then  athletes  will  begin  their  first  working  set  of  7  or  5  reps.

Workout  (15  min)
1  working  set  every  3  minutes

Cool  Down  (15  min)
3  rounds  for  quality:
20  Ring  row  (Put  feet  up  even  with  rings  to  increase  difficulty)
25  Hip  extension
60s  "T"  hold  (lay  on  ground,  hold  hands  or  2.5lb  weights  out  to  the  side,  and  keep  chest  and  arms
elevated)
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Tuesday

ADVANCED TEENS

5  rounds  for  time:
10  Handstand  push  ups
15  Toes  to  bar
40  Double  unders

5  rounds  for  time:
10  Pike  push  ups
15  Knees  to  elbow
20  Double  unders

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Classic  triplet  today  in  which  athletes  should  be  able  to  move  consistently  and  quickly  through  each
round.  Each  athlete  should  be  at  a  level  in  which  they  could  complete  at  least  one  round  unbroken.  This
workout  should  not  take  longer  than  15  minutes.  Proper  scaling  before  the  workout  begins  is  the  first step 
 to  setting  each  athlete  up  to  being  able  to  achieve  that  goal.  Athletes  should  only  perform  single under 
 jump  rope  in  the  workout  if  the  double  under  will  significantly  impede  their  progress.

Warmup  (10  min)
2  rounds:
10m  bear  crawl
10  Hip  touches  (hang  on  bar  or  rings,  let  go  with  one  hand,  touch  hip  and  re-grab)
10  Shoulder  taps  (plank  position  or  HS  hold,  touch  hand  to  opposite  shoulder)
5  minutes  double  under  practice  -  have  athletes  practice  wherever  they  are  struggling.
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-  single-single-double  pattern
-  consecutive  double  unders
-  single  leg  double  unders
-  triple  unders

Focus  (15  min)
Double  Under  Technique  -   remind  athletes  to  keep  hands  level  to  their  pockets  throughout  the  jump and 
 stay  on  their  toes  (not  letting  the  heel  touch  the  ground  at  any  point).  A  good  tip  for  beginners  is  to have 
 them  jump  when  they  see  the  rope  pass  in  front  of  their  eyes.
Start  athletes  with  first  getting  the  rhythm  of  single-single-double.  Then  attempt  to  string  that sequence 
 together,  single-single-double-single-single-double-single-single-double,  so  the  rope  keeps moving.  Then 
 if  athletes  can  handle  that,  attempt  consecutive  double  unders.
Pike  push-up/Handstand  push-up    -   Athletes  begin  by  putting  their  hands  on  the  ground  and  their knees 
 on  top  of  a  20"  box.  They  should  get  their  torso  as  vertical  as  possible  by  walking  their  hands towards  the 
 box.  Lower  down  until  the  top  of  the  head  touches  the  ground  and  press  back  to  lockout. To  add  more 
 body  weight  have  the  athletes  put  their  toes  on  the  box  and  straighten  their  legs.  Then, another  step  up 
 would  be  against  the  wall  for  a  true  handstand  push  up.  Emphasize  the  range  of  motion today  and  do  not 
 scale  any  athletes  to  handstand  push  ups  with  an  ab-mat  under  the  head.
Knees  to  elbow/Toes  to  bar    -   have  athletes  perform  5  extension  to  hollow  on  the  bar,  while  keeping the 
 shoulders  down  away  from  the  ears.  Head  should  pass  in  front  and  behind  the  arms.  Then  perform  5
extension  to  skips,  where  the  athlete  pulls  down  on  the  bar  aggressively  and  tries  to  float  back  away from 
 the  bar.  Then  perform  5  toes  to  bar,  where  once  the  athlete  has  "skipped"  they  bring  their  knees  up and 
 kick  their  toes  towards  the  bar.  Athletes  unable  to  get  their  toes  all  the  way  to  the  bar  will  continue to  get 
 them  as  high  as  they  can  which  will  result  in  a  "knees  to  elbow."

Workout  (15  min)
This  workout  should  take  no  longer  than  15  minutes.

Cool  Down  (5  min)
Accumulate  2  min  in  an  L-sit  (Athletes  can  tuck  knees  to  chest  to  make  this  easier)
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Thursday

ADVANCED TEENS

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  15  minutes:
8  DB  thruster
100m  Farmer  carry
12  Burpees

As  many  reps  as  possible  in  15  minutes:
8  DB  thruster
100m  Farmer  carry
12  Burpees

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
This  will  test  the  grip  strength  because  we  are  asking  athletes  to  go  right  from  their  thrusters  into  that
farmer  carry.  Most  athletes  will  need  to  set  the  weights  down,  but  encourage  them  to  try  not  to.  The carry 
 should  be  set  up  as  a  down  &  back  with  the  burpees  and  thrusters  taking  place  side  by  side.  The burpees 
 are  simply  an  easy  way  to  break  up  all  the  time  spent  with  DB's.  So  our  coaching  focus  should be  on  the 
 athletes  when  they  have  the  DB's  in  hand.  There  is  some  some  focused  core  strengthening  at the  end  of 
 class  so  try  to  get  as  many  athletes  exposed  to  the  GHD  as  possible.  Athletes  new  to  it  may scale  the 
 reps  to  30  and  the  range  of  motion  to  parallel.

Warmup  (10  min)
5-10-15  (For  quality)
Wallball
Burpee
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Ring  row
-  Run  100m  after  each  round

Focus  (10  min)
DB  Thruster    -   The  thruster  is  a  hybrid  movement  of  the  front  squat  and  the  push  press,  so  some changes 
 to  the  technique  has  to  be  made.  The  DB's  will  rest  on  top  of  the  shoulders  with  a  neutral  grip (palms 
 facing  ears).  The  elbows  must  also  remain  above  the  knees  the  entire  time,  no  contact  of  upper and  lower 
 body  can  happen,  as  that  is  unsafe.  The  key  point  to  focus  on  here  is  that  the  legs  fully  drive before  the 
 arms  attempt  to  press  at  all.  If  the  DB's  leave  the  body  before  the  athlete  stands  up  all  the way,  they  are 
 pressing  early  with  the  arms.  On  the  way  down,  be  sure  to  have  the  athletes  follow  the weight  down  into 
 the  squat,  not  letting  it  crash  down  on  them.
Loading  sequence:
10  reps  with  PVC  pipe
10  reps  with  light  DB
10  reps  with  workout  DB
Farmer  carry  -  Athletes  will  hold  their  DB's  in  each  hand  and  carry  them  down  and  back.  Athletes  will
have  to  work  hard  to  hang  on  and  keep  their  chest  tall.  The  weights  should  not  collapse  their  chest down 
 as  they  walk,  as  they  fight  to  keep  their  shoulders  pulled  back.  Proper  loading  will  be  dictated  by whatever 
 they  use  on  the  thruster.

Workout  (15  min)
This  workout  will  take  15  minutes

Cool  Down  (10  min)
For  quality:
2  attempts  at  max  strict  pull  ups  or  ring  row  (feet  in  front  of  rings)
50  sit  ups  w/Med-ball  or  GHD  sit  ups
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Week 2 - Monday

ADVANCED TEENS

"Christine"
3  rounds  for  time:
500m  Row
12  Deadlift  (BW)
21  Box  jumps  (20")

3  rounds  for  time:
500m  Row
12  Deadlift
21  Box  jump  step  down

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Benchmark  workout  today!  This  will  provide  a  great  opportunity  to  get  some  data  to  gauge  our  current
fitness  level.  We  will  test  this  workout  again  and  looking  back  at  today  will  allow  us  to  see  how  much
progress  has  been  made.  Advanced  athletes  can  try  the  prescribed  version  of  "Christine."  The  heavier
deadlift  will  be  challenging,  and  should  only  be  attempted  by  athletes  who  definitely  have  this  capacity. If 
 there  is  doubt,  there  is  no  doubt  that  the  athlete  should  scale.  Athletes  will  be  challenged,  but  still able  to 
 get  at  least  2  rounds  unbroken.  There  is  quite  a  bit  of  movement  redundancy  in  the  workout  so know  that 
 the  deadlift  will  feel  heavier  after  the  row,  and  the  box  jumps  will  be  harder  after  the deadlifts.  Athletes 
 should  try  to  finish  this  in  under  15  minutes.
Warmup  (10  min)
2  rounds:
Row  250m
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15  Box  jump  (or  step  up)  step  down
15  Mountain  climbers  (per  leg)

Focus  (10  min)
Deadlift    -   Key  points  to  focus  on:
-  Good  set-up  position  (feet  under  the  hips,  bar  at  and  touching  body  at  mid-shin,  knee  caps  behind  the
knot  of  their  shoe  laces,  shoulders  in  front  of  the  bar,  back  in  a  neutral,  flat  position)
-  Shoulders  and  hips  move  together  when  the  bar  is  below  the  knee
-  Hips  extend  to  finish  the  pull  to  the  waist
-  Descent  begins  by  sending  the  butt  back,  returning  to  a  good  set-up  position
Loading  sequence:
10  reps  with  PVC  pipe
10  reps  with  training  bar  or  empty  barbell
8  reps  with  1/2  estimated  working  weight  on  bar 8  reps  with  workout  weight.
Loading  is  too  heavy  if  an  athlete  is  unable  to  maintain  a  neutral,  flat  back  position  through  the  entirety of 
 the  lift.

Workout  (15  min)
This  workout  should  take  no  longer  than  15  minutes.

Cool  Down  (10  min) "Ring  dip  progression"
3  rounds  for  quality:
30s  top  of  ring  hold
20s  bottom  of  ring  hold
10  strict  ring  dips
-  Athletes  should  get  through  this  progression  3  different  times.  Scale  athletes  with  a  band  between  the
rings  so  this  is  challenging  but  possible  for  them  to  accomplish.  Goal  is  to  complete  the  series  without
breaking,  but  athletes  may  break  it  up  as  needed.
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Tuesday

ADVANCED TEENS

Back  Squat 5-5-5-5-5 Back  Squat 7-7-7-7-7

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Today  we  continue  the  series  of  heavy  day  workouts  over  the  following  months  that  will  build  from higher 
 rep  sets  at  7's,  through  5's,  and  end  with  3's.  Advanced  athletes  will  begin  with  5's,  progress through  3's 
 and  end  at  1's  to  really  test  their  strength.  The  higher  reps  at  the  start  will  help  athletes  to develop 
 technique  and  then  will  help  them  develop  strength  as  the  series  progresses  forward.  We  are looking  for 
 athletes  to  try  and  hold  a  consistent  weight  across  each  set.  During  the  focus  portion, athletes  will  build 
 up  to  their  weight  and  then  attempt  to  make  the  same  weight  across  all  the  working sets.  Minor 
 adjustments  are  fine  and  completely  expected,  but  try  to  avoid  anyone  making  large  weight changes 
 during  the  working  sets.  Athletes  will  have  15  minutes  to  complete  their  working  sets, performing  one  set 
 every  3  minutes.
It  is  essential  that  athletes  are  logging  their  weights  after  each  session  as  we  will  be  referring  back  to
them  consistently.  If  you  do  not  have  a  way  to  track  athletes'  scores,  or  they  are  not  doing  it themselves, 
 now  is  a  great  time  to  start!

Warmup  (10  min)
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10m  banded  side  step  (5m  right,  5m  left  -  wrap  band  around  feet,  in  a  quarter  squat  position  step  foot
from  hip  width  to  shoulder  width  and  bring  trailing  foot  back  to  hip  width)
10  banded  squats  (move  band  to  just  below  the  knees,  perform  squats  trying  to  stretch  the  band
outwards)
2:00  minutes  couch  stretch  (60s  per  leg,  put  knee  on  floor  and  shin  against  wall  with  foot  flat,  pick  other
leg  up  into  a  lunge  position)
10m  banded  side  step  (5m  right,  5m  left  -  wrap  band  around  feet,  in  a  quarter  squat  position  step  foot
from  hip  width  to  shoulder  width  and  bring  trailing  foot  back  to  hip  width)
10  banded  squats  (move  band  to  just  below  the  knees,  perform  squats  trying  to  stretch  the  band
outwards)

Focus  (10  min)
Back  Squat    -   This  is  a  foundational  movement  to  all  athleticism.  Demand  your  athletes  develop
proficiency  in  the  squat,  if  not  they  will  only  be  functioning  at  a  fraction  of  their  athletic  potential. Key 
 points  to  focus  on:
-  Initiate  the  movement  by  sitting  back  and  down  simultaneously  (ensures  the  hips  are  loaded  first)
-  Keep  weight  rooted  through  the  heels,  but  also  keep  the  toes  on  the  ground.  (Pushing  through  the whole 
 foot  will  use  all  of  the  major  muscles  in  the  legs  together)
-  Push  the  knees  out  (ensures  use  of  the  gluteus  musculature,  and  keeps  the  knee  structurally  safe)
-  Reach  proper  depth  (will  develop  muscular  balance  and  promote  healthy  joint  function)
-  Keep  a  neutral,  straight  back  position  (keeps  the  spine  in  a  structurally  safe  position,  but  also  allows for 
 all  the  force  from  the  legs  to  transfer  into  the  bar)
Loading  sequence:
10  reps  with  PVC  pipe  (these  reps  are  a  great  time  to  get  some  coaching  in!)
10  reps  with  training  bar  or  empty  barbell
10  reps  with  1/2  estimated  working  weight  on  bar
7  reps  at  a  slightly  heavier  weight
*Advanced  athletes  may  need  an  additional  warm  up  set*
Then  athletes  will  begin  their  first  working  set  of  7  or  5  reps.

Workout  (15  min)
1  working  set  every  3  minutes.

Cool  Down  (10  min)
3  rounds  for  quality:
15  Split  squat  per  leg  (prop  back  foot  on  bench,  laces  down)
20  Hip  extensions  (add  15#  or  25#  plate  to  increase  difficulty)
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Thursday

ADVANCED TEENS

4  rounds
As  many  reps  as  possible  in  3  minutes:
6  Lateral  burpee  box  jump  overs
12  DB  power  snatch  (alternate  arms)
-  rest  1  min  -

4  rounds
As  many  reps  as  possible  in  3  minutes:
6  Lateral  burpee  box  jump  overs
12  DB  power  snatch  (alternate  arms)
-  rest  1  min  -

SESSION  PLAN
Workout  Brief
Athletes  are  getting  4  attempts  at  the  same  workout  today.  They  should  attempt  to  maintain  the  same
effort  and  pace  across  all  four  attempts,  but  expect  some  fatigue  to  set  in  and  slow  them  down  a  little. The 
 lateral  burpee  box  jumps  are  meant  to  be  fast,  so  no  need  to  stand  up  on  top  or  even  touch  the box,  as 
 they  just  need  to  get  from  one  side  to  the  other  by  moving  laterally.  Expect  most  athletes  to  get 2-3 
 rounds  per  attempt.  If  they  finish  the  first  attempt  and  barely  get  2  rounds,  consider  scaling  them  so they 
 can  pick  up  the  pace  a  bit.
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Warmup  (10  min)
5  Burpee  Box  Jumps  (facing  box)
5  Strict  pull  up  (or  30s  Hang)
10  Lateral  burpee  box  jumps
10  Ring  row
15  Box  jump  step  downs
15  calorie  Row  or  Bike

Focus  (10  min)
DB  Snatch   -  athletes  start  with  the  dumbbell  on  the  ground  between  the  feet.  The  handle  should  be
parallel  with  the  waist,  across  the  body.  With  the  arm  extended,  athletes  pull  the  weight  off  the  ground and 
 jump  as  they  keep  the  DB  close  to  the  body.  Once  the  DB  has  elevated  above  the  shoulder  from  the
aggressive  leg  drive,  they  should  press  under  into  a  quarter  squat,  catching  the  DB  overhead  with  a  fully
extended  arm.  Press  outs  are  not  permitted,  and  the  weight  needs  to  be  decreased  if  this  is  happening.
Athletes  return  the  DB  to  the  ground  and  switch  arms  every  rep.
Loading  sequence:
10  reps  with  light  DB
10  reps  with  heavier  DB
8  reps  with  workout  DB

Workout  (15  min)
This  workout  will  take  15  minutes

Cool  Down  (10  min)
3  rounds  for  quality:
3  "Skin-the-cat"  (start  new  athletes  on  low  rings)
12  Strict  toes  to  bar  (start  new  athletes  with  knee  raises)
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